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The Daytonian

The Medieval Age was an age of
faith. The universal confidence placed
in Holy Mother Church and the Pontifex Maximus blessed the Age with
beauty of thought and beauty of life
which made for love of God and man
and country.
The spirit that animates our age has
been tested by persecution and it came
forth brighter for the ordeal. That
spirit is the soul of our own University
of Dayton which has dedicated its
work "pro Deo et Patria."
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This Christian epoch opened wide
the portals of learning that men u'ould I
. know and love the truth.
~~~~~~~
Today the doors of the V. of D. '
swing open for all who search for the
same truth; for the truth is e'er the
same but each generation must learn it
anew.
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The flower of the Middle Ages
bloomed for the glory of God. We
honor Dante and Angelo for they
honored God.
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So now we happily please our I nfinite Designer when We honor one who
has dedicated his life to God and to
Humanity.
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The Middle Ages have reared
statues that defy the hand of lime.
We. in presenting this hook. strive
to aUain that perfection of idealism.
and that staunchness of purpose.
which characterize our Alma Mater.
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Men of talent and genius cast the
mould of every age.
So we, cosmopolitan in nativity and
talent, adhere to the law of responsihility that to the favored, falls the task of
guiding the many.
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The thoughts of
the Middle Ages
permea ted all life.
giving to the world
an Ideal of Art. of
Literature. and of
Faith.
Our University
diverges into various fields. cultivating man - his
mind, his body,
and his soul.
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I n that early epoch there was a
spiritual hunger for the Good. the
True. and the Beautiful.
Our university possesses that spiritual heritage and by its inspiration
prepares men for all the walks of life.
It builds character for leadership .
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OFFICERS

1. Rev. Francis J. Kunnecke, S. M.,
Vice-Presiden t

2.

II

Brother George Ley, S. M.,
Principal of High School
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R ev . joseph A. Tetzlaff. S. M .. B. A.. M. A.- President
Rev. Francis j. Kunn ecke. S. M .. B. A., M . A.- Vice-President
Bro. Charles Arns , S. M .. B. Sc.- Accounting
Mr. Harry Beaujan- Ass ' t Coach
Bro. William Beck. S. M ., B. Sc., M. Sc.-Physics, Biology
Captain Theodore Bundy. U . S. A.- Associate Professor of Military Science and
Tactics
Bro. Lawrence Drufner. S. M.- Prefect of Resident Students
Rev. Adalbert Ehrmann. S. M .. Ph . D.- Greek, French
Rev. Gregory F eige. M. A.-Latin. Greek
Bro. john Gilbride. S. M .. B. Sc.- Chemistry
Rev. John C. Gunzelman. S. M ., B. A .. M . A.- English , Moral
Bro. Matthias Haas, S. M ., B. Sc.- Chemistry. Scientific German
Bro. Frederick Hartwich . S. M .. B. Sc .. M. Sc.- Mathematics
Major Harry F. Hazlett. U . S. A.- Head of the Military Science and Tactics
Department
Bro. Adam Hoffmann . S. M .. B. Sc., M . Sc.- Mechanical Engineering
Bro. Thomas jones, S. M.- Assistant Prefect of Resident Students
Bro. Edward Knust. S. M .. B . Sc .. M . Sc.- Analytic Geometry, Trigonometry
Rev. Francis j. Kunnecke, S. M .. B. A .. M. A.- Sociology. Political Economy
Mr. Samuel Markham, B. A .. LL. B.- Law, Torts
Captain Floyd Marshall. U . S. A.- Associate Professor of Military Science and
Tactics
Bro. Joseph Muench . S. M .. M. A., M . Sc.- Registrar
Mr. Joseph Murphy, L. L. B.- Law , Domestic Relations
Captain Samuel C. Payne--Associate Professor of Military Science and Tactics
Bro. Thomas Poitras. S. M .. B. A.-French. Vocal Culture and Instrumental
Music
Bro. Ulrich Rappel. S. M .. B. A .. M. Sc .. Ph. D .- Electrical Engineering
Rev. George Renneker. S. M. , B. A.. M. A.- History. Latin. Ethics
Bro. Bernard Schad. S. M .. B . Sc. , M . Sc.- Civil Engineering
Mr. Albert Scharer- Law. Criminal Law
Rev. Aloys Schratz. S. M .. B. A., M . A.. D. D .- Philosophy. Latin
Mr. john Shea. LL. M :--Dean of the Law School. Contracts
Rev. Joseph A. Tetzlaff, S. M .. B. A., M . A.- Apologetics. Greek Literature
Mr. Van Hill- Athletic Director
Bro. Louis Vogt, S. M.- Director of Band . Orchestra, Instrumental Music
Bro. Albert Wehrle. S. M .. B. Sc.- Higher Algebra. Physics
Bro. Bernard Weppelman. S. M.- Assistant Prefect of Resident Students
Bro. William Wohlleben. S. M., B. Sc .. M. Sc .. Ph. D.- Chemical Engineering.
Geology. Mineralogy
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THE FACULTY
HIGH SCHOOL
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Rev. Joseph A. Tetzlaff. S. M .. B. A .. M. A.- President.
Bro. George L. Ley, S. M., B. Sc., M. Sc. -Principal
Bro. Charles Arns, S . M ., B. Sc.-Bookkeeping, Business English
Bro. William Bellmer, S . M ., B. A.-English, Latin
Bro. Charles Belz. S . M. , B. Sc.--Physics. Geometry
Bro. Thomas Bodie. S. M .. B. A.-Latin. History
Bro. Herman Brendel. S. M., B. Sc. - Bookkeeping. Stenography, Business
Arithmetic
Capt. Theodore Bundy, U. S. A.-Infantry Weapons
Bro. Aloysious Doyle, S. M., B. Sc.-Algebra. English
Sergeant Thomas D . Drake, U. S. A.- Infantry Drill, Automatic Rifle
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Major Harry F. Hazlett. U. S. A .-Head of Military Science and Tactics Department
Bro. Herbert Holmes , S . M .. B. A.-Latin. English
Sergeant Philip S. Kerney, U. S. A.- Infantry Drill. Sketching
Bro. Arnold Klug. S . M.- History, Prefect of Freshman Preparatory Resident
Students
Bro. Victor Knoer. S. M. , B. A.-Latin, Modern Languages
Warrant Officer John H . Kramer, U. S. A. - Infantry Drill
Bro. Edwin Leimkuhler, S . M ., B . A.- Latin. English
Bro. George L. Ley, S . M .. B. Sc ., M. Sc.- Modern Languages
Captain Floyd H. Marshall. U. S. A.-Marksmanship, Musketry and Bayonet
Bro. John O'Grady, S. M .. B. Sc.- Algebra, Science
Bro. Frederick Paff, S . M,- Prefect of Senior Preparatory Resident Students
Captain Samuel C. Payne, U. S. A.- Sketching, Map Reading. Military Law
Bro. Thomas Pointras, S . M., B. Sc.-Piano. Organ, Singing
Bro . Francis Ruhlmann, S . M.- Librarian
Bro . John Sauer . S. M .. B. Sc.- Algebra, Science
Bro. Nicholas Schaefer. S . M ., B . Sc.-Latin. Modern Languages
Bro. Joseph Schicker. S. M .. B. Sc.- Algebra. Modern Languages
Bro. George Schneider. S . M.- Typewriting - Assistant Prefect of Resident
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Nicholas Sweic h er. S . M .- Mo d ern L anguages- P re fect of Junior PreparaBro.Students
tory Resident Students
Bro. Joseph Trunk, S. M ., B. A.- Latin. English
Bro. Vincent Trunk. S. M. , B. Sc.- Latin. History
Mr. Joseph Uhl-Cornet
Bro. Louis Vogt. S. M . -VioIin. Director of Orchestra and Band
Bro. William Volpert. S . M .- Modern Languages- Prefect of Sophomore Preparatory Resident Students
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GREETINGS
TO OUR
VISITORS

Our Lady's Statue
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The splendid universities of Bologna. Paris. Salerno and Oxford. and many
others found birth in this medieval epoch. The greatest depth of speculative
thought was reached in this age which nourished the genius of a Roger Bacon and
a St. Thomas Aquinas.
The halls of learning at the University of Dayton are far better equipped than
were the medieval schools; but the age in which we live demands a more universal
knowledge and accommodation, mu't be adju'ted accmdingly.
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The fruits of the sacrificing hands which made that epoch a memorable one
still stand to adorn the landscape, The spirit that urged the artists on, still finds
happy resonance in the heart of the silent observer.
So also these scenes are beautiful not because of form or color but because they
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When F ra Angelico tin ted the canvas to paint a medieval landscape he drew
mostly from a fertile imagination. His vision of a land scene was limited to a
point of view only from terra firma itself.
Today, science has given us another point of view, for man has mastered the
With so great a progress in science must come the enlargement of our
university.
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ARTS
AND

LETTERS

The Light of Faith

The Torch of Reason

In the Uffizi and Pitti palaces and in the Church of Santa Croce in Florence
we find the expressions of the beautiful thoughts that came when the Christian
faith held sway in the Middle Ages.
At the University of Dayton. in a differen't Age. the same faith consoles the
student and the same classical learning is diffused.
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Chemical Laboratory
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In the college3 of the medieval age the liberal courses were chiefly taught. The
mechanical inventions since that time demand men learned in the practical scien(J
tific principles as well.
fl
The University of Dayton. appreciating the great value of mechanical knowl~
edge and skill. has made special efforts to prepare men for this worthy field:
f J
endeavor.
•
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of their immortal art. Although scientific research was then overshadowed by
q
classical learning, we must now give science its due place.
£
That science, religion and art are compatible, can be proved by the succeSS:
fl J
intermingling of them in the curriculum of the University of Dayton.
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OF
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Mt. St. John 's Normal School
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Administration Building

The great medieval universities were founded and maintained by religious
orders. They served not only as centers of learning but they were strongholds in
the field of the Church Militant.
So today, the Society of Mary is providing soldiers for the army of Christ in
their special school for the religious. Education must never be divorced from
religion for it is only the handmaid of religion and without it, education must ever
end in chaos.
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University of Dayton Orchestra

Music has ever charmed man. The Troubadours of the Middle Ages have
left many songs that have gone down through centuries of history. Europe, the
home of the Troubadours, today retains many lyric ballads which bear the marks
of Middle Age inspiration.
We are fortunate, indeed, in the fact that our appreciation for music can be
stimulated at the University of Dayton. Capable instructors in the music department and a splendid student interest have given us an excellent band and fine
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FOR THE DEFENSE
OF THESE
UNITED STATES

Military Instructors

Reserve Officers Training Corps Battalion

I t is a citizen's duty to be ever ready and fit to serve his country in peace or
war. The greatest enemy of the Christian Empire was the Mohammedan Turk,
and it was only the Crusades that kept him in check and preserved civilization.
The University of Dayton heartily complies with our government's desire
that American youth be taught military training. I t not only makes for patriotic
prepare:lness but it gives us the opportunity of physical culture.
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MEMBERSHIP IN THE
R. O. T. C. IS A
STUDENT'S CIVIC DUTY

Military I nstrllctors
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The youth of the Middle Age was taught to be ever ready to serve his country
in peace or war. The Christian Empire was ever threatened by the Mohammedan
Turk and it was only the Crusades that preserved Christianity.

t:l

And so today, the University of Dayton believes in preparing for peace as well
as for war and willingly complies with our government's desires. Military training
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HISTORY OF THE U. OF D.
INTRODUCTION

Yesteryear has passed. Yesterday is beyond recall yet to every man clings
fond memory . Memory of the happy days of childhood, memories of youth
touched by the first blush of romance. and memory of his Alma Mater. After all.
when the weary world has dragged its gruesome course along several more decades,
we feel that the memory of our Alma Mater shall be as fresh and cling as tenaciously a3 the ivy to the walls of old St. Joseph's Hall.
We write in the present. We look back at the past. We dream of the future.
Looking back over the past seventy-three years, we find that the University of
Dayton i3 the nucleu3 of many scenes and many phases that are little short of
marvelous F.ction. Suppose. gentle reader, we consider U. of D. at its origin.

I

~
~

The purcha3e of the old Stuart farm near Dayton, Ohio, in the year 1850 marks
the first great enterprise of the Society of Mary in America. Father Leo Meyer, the
founder. received his commission at Ebersmunster in 1849 to supervise the projected establishment3 in the New World. He chose his time with sagacity. Ohio
was the center of a vigorous population and had ri3en from 13th to 5th place among
the states . The time wa3 ripe for his purpose and every day the call became more
stentorian for schoob. Father Meyer opened his school on July I, 1850. Brother
Zehler and Father Byron were placed in charge. The boarders were to lodge in a
part of the Stuart mansion and the classes were to be held in the frame building
which had heretofore served a 3 dwelling for the Brothers. The school was now
generally known as St. Mary Institute and had an enrollment of about a dozen
pupib. At thi3 3tage of development the Institute met with some opposition but
in 1853 we were again on the road to progress. In January, 1853, the school had
twenty resident and thirty day 3cholars and by November of the same year the
number of boarders 3urpassed thirty . There wa3 no room for more and a new
building was projected for the next summer. I n the spring of 1854 ground was
broken for a two-story addition to the 30uth 3ide of the Stuart mansion. The
first sub3tantial improvement wa3 due to the encouragement a3 well a 3 the generous
assistance of a benefactor who has earned the la3ting gratitude of the Society of
Mary, Mr. Henry Ferneding.

~
~

Good fortune wa3 not alwaY3 to be within the beck and call of propagator3 of
erudition, for on December 26 and 27. 1855. fire de3troyed the Stuart mansion and
the newly completed annex. Thing3 looked very bad. but the staunch loyal
Father Meyer would not surrender under such material difficulties . After the
fire. the community was dispersed until the following year when the work of
rebuilding commenced. The buildings were ready again in September. 1857.
In the spring of 1860 another building was built to the end of the boarding schooL
greatly relieving the crowded situation. Brother Zehler was appointed director.
His reign marked the beginning of an expansion in buildings. in personnel. in
activities of all kinds which have continued to the present day .
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counsellor and constant companion. Brother Zehler. In June. 1865, a year after
the arrival of Father Reinholt, a new wing was added to the college. In 1868 a
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new chapel was begun and completed in the following year. But the crowning
work of Father Reinholt's career was the erection of St. Mary Hall, an edifice
made dear and sacred to every alumnus by the hallowed memory which it enshrines
in all. At that time it was the largest building in this section of the country and
even today it has an impressive dignity. This building was filled from the opening
day . I t even surpassed the visionary prophecy of everybody. In 1874 the gymnasium was built and the success of St. Mary College was assured. I ts success
attracted the attention of the whole state. The impc>sing array of buildings was
as impressive as the enterprise it represented was successful. Bishop Gilmour of
Cleveland seeing the building crowning the crest of the hill was forced to exclaim
"What a good monument to Catholic Education! And all built in the lifetime
of one man!"
Almost at the very acme of the prosperity of St. Mary College came the most
disastrous event that ever affiicted it. On December 10, 1883, fire started in an
attic room , spread through the overcrowded garret and had gained great headway before discovered. The loss of property was about $80,000, partly covered
by insurance. The first news of the destruction struck as an appalling disaster
but the feeling of awe soon wore away. In several days what had been considered
as a disaster had become a blessing in disguise for the following spring, work was
on foot for the new buildings.
This seems to be a fitting place to comment on the fidelity and staunchness to
purpose and idealism on the part of the Society of Mary. Never would they
admit defeat. Their indomitable courage swept them along to ultimate success.
To many institutions this second fire would have been the death summons but to
these Christian educators it was the call to erect on a higher place. From the
ruins of the fire sprang the University of Dayton of today.
From 1863 to 1900 nothing but unprecedented progress faced the Society of
Mary. Buildings were put up and students flocked from all parts of the world
to learn and wors hip beneath the guidance of the loyal professors.

~

Looking back. it all appears as a fleeting dream; we of today can little realize
the sacrifices made for us and those sound basic principles that reared a temple
to God and to Humanity . We live in the fast , furious, fascinating today .

p

Yet today the University cannot stop. I t goes on and on and shall live forever. I ts growth , its miraculous prosperity and its sternness of discipline will
carry it on to the crowning heights of glory.
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But what about tomorrow? The year of 1923 prophesied for the future. Plans
were adopted for the raising of an Extension fund. In 1924 new buildings will
adorn the campus of the University of Dayton. Man crying to the world for aid
would have failed, but men pleading God's divine assistance have built from
materials stronger than brick or stone. They have built of faith, and faith is
everlas ting.
Yesteryear has passed. Yesterday is beyond recall yet every man clings to
fond memory. Memory of happy days of childhood. Memory of youth touched
by the first blush of romance, and memory of our Alma Mater. About you, old
U. of D., our memory shall be as fresh and cling as tenaciously as the ivy to the
walls of old St. Joseph's Hall.
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Pressed on by the ruthless hand of time
We launch upon life's sea;
For we are lowly gall ions blown
By the winds of destiny,
The tossing foam is strewn with wrecks
And in our hearts is pain,
For the years we spent in our Mater's care
Shall ne'er return again.
But a Master's voice now bids us go
T a weave our d estlny
. ,
And we whisper low "Thy will be done "
As we set out to sea.
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God bless our Alma Mater now ,
0' er her Thy blessings lave!
God bless her when at rest we lie
Forgotten in the grave!
Sweet flower of eternal youth,
Thy fragrance e'er bestow
To teach mankind the way of T ru th
As fleeting ages go.
But Oh. for us the day is done;
Dim grows the fading knell,
And from the depth of grateful hearts-
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Major-General Joseph T. Dickman. '71.
Daytonian
Commencement orator of the Seventy-third CommencementSecond in Command in the World War.
Head of the Army of Occupation.

I 923.

ThaL Lhe road Lo knowledge is
arduous cannoL by man be altered.
DanLe and SL. Thomas boLh had Lo
face Lhis caLegorical imperaLive.
Today iL is Lhe same. SLep by sLep
we climb Lhe difficulL mounLLo success;
class afLer class we advance in our
work aLLhe UniversiLy of DayLon.
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T HE

ADES C. CHOLLEY
"Chollie"
Arts and Letters
Woorster, Ohio
Editor Exponent.
Editor Annual.
Class President.
Prize Orator '22.
Ades, our busy business man,
charge d'affaires
and class
President, is always nn the job,
His duties are many and varied,
demanding constant service, To
his personality, diplomacy,
strength of conviction and timely
judgment we attribute his prominence and leadership. The "Exponent" and "The Daytonian"
attest his capacity for management, Yet with all his practical
duties his phI'losophI'c nature
often carries him into abstract
speculation, However, he is not
without his lighter moments, and
in spite of his disillusionment in
feminine ideals he is interested
in the study of man especially in
regard to remodeling Adam's
24th rib, So he takes an occasional evening out and in the
par Ior Ieague b a t s we II up t h e
column,
In fact he sometimes
makes "home runs"-to get in
at II :50. "Chollie's" aspirations
are to leave the world perceptibly better than he found it,
and may success crown his

DAYTONIAN-1923

PAUL DROBKIEWICZ
"Droppie"
Electrical Engineering
Hamilton, Ohio
Baseball Manager '23.
Engineering Society.
Seminar Club.
You can talk about your
winning ways and winsome smile,
but we think that when it comes
to this, "Filbert" has the world
beat. _ They say that everyone
has some characteristic trait or
habit which distinguishes him
from others, and we believe this
is true, for we don't think we'd
be able to recognize "Droppie"
without that little curl on his
forehead.
Droppy never distinguished himself on the diamond or gridiron, but his name
will go down in baseball history
at his Alma Mater as one of (ts
best managers '
"Filbert"
signed a lot of baseball contracts
and if the truth must be known
we all feel that before he has
left us long he will have signed a

STEPHEN j. EMERICK
"Steve"
Arts and Letters
Wilkes-Barre, Pa,
Editor Exponent News,
Baseball '20, '21, '22, '23; Capt.
21 -23,
Basketball '21, '22.
Bowling '22, '23.
Anyone following the doings
at the University has heard of
"Steve," His pep has animated
every activity with which he
was connected,
Good cheer
reIgns III his presence,
As a
comedian he can't be beat,
especially when he wears his
Spanish Toreador's costume; as
a philosopher he surely is the
"cheese and crackers," On the
baseball field "Steve" is in his
element.
He served two years
as captain of the varsity. in which
time he led his team to many
victories, "Steve" is dominated
by a variety of moods. Of late,
however, the thought of a "Iovenest" is in the ascendant, and
judging from appearances his
fanciful dreams will soon bear
fruit. We can't blame the lucky
one, for to know "Steve" is to
love him, and we all know him.
His popularity is an assurance
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QUINTON GUENTHER
"Quin"
Electrical Engineering
Glenmont, Ohio
Seminar Club.
Engineering Society.
In "Quin" you will always find
that praiseworthy desire to
stretch forth a helping hand.
"At your service," seems to be
his motto.
I n all his undertakings he has that unshrinking
determination to "stay." With
"Quin" nothing is accomplished
unless there abounds within a
satisfied sense of comp eteness.
On account of his benevolent
regard for the feelings of others,
it is not easy to make his acquaintance.
However, when
once you ha ve accomplished this,
that desired stage of friendly
familiarity follows with ease.
From then on you are met with
a consistent friendliness which
is one of meaning:. one which

emerges from the heart. This
is the kind of familiarity we
presume that has grown between
him and this Cleveland girl, from
whom he received all his business
letters. He says that the "sunrise" is far 011, which we are
doubting.

CLASSES
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HERBERT HANNEGAN
"Herb"

LINUS HOSFELO
"Shorty" - "F renchy"

Chemical Engineering
Marion, Ohio

Electrical Engineering
Fredericksburg, Ohio

Football '21, '22.
Track '20.
K. C. Club.
Engineering Society.

Engineering Society.
Annual Stall.
Seminar Club.

Gaze upon his handsome.
bea ming countenance. a reflection of that gay old I rish spirit
which permeates the atmosphere
whenever you see "Herb." He is
a real pal, • friend. and a member
of the "community."
He's
always there with a good word.
a suggestion and a slap on the
back and ready to go the limit
to aid a friend. "Herb" is a
hard worker and it was his persistence that won for him his
"0" on the gridiron. and made
him so successful in his classes.
Evidently he also believes in
Sunday evening courses as necessary to rounding out a complete
college education, as he seems
to go in for them consistently.
Your sunny disposition, "Herb,"
coupled with the hard work of
which you are capable. will
enable you to achieve renowned
success in the industrial world.
Our best wishes go with you and
we look for great things from
you.

A, the name indicates."Shorty"
is not the biggest man in the
class. but he certainly is in conformity with the old saying that
"good things come in small
packages;" for in his four years
with us we've all found this out.
In matters pertaining to study
he was al ways close to the top.
"Frenchy" is an emblem of constancy whose standard is optimism.
A character rich in
innate treasures which makes
his friendship grow more valued
and attractive by the acquaintance of succeeding years. A
quiet chap who minds his own
business. yet who can talk when
the occasion demands it. "The
cautious observer rather than
the observed," briefly sums up
his pleasant disposition. So,
from a man of order, sense and
ideals, we can expect things
worth while. He has the sincerest best wishes for success
from many friends.
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W ALTER ]. KRANTZ
"Walt"

JOHN HEALY
"Tim"

EDMUND KLASS
"Ed"

Chemical Engineering

Electrical Engineering

Arts and Letters

Cleveland, Ohio

Newark, Ohio

Engineer's Club.

Baseball '20, '21.
Annual Staff.
Engineering Society.
Athletic Board '22.
Bowling Team '20, ' 21 , ' 22 , '23.
Seminar Club.

"Walt" is a chemical, and a
member of the "Big Four" and
the "Community."
He is a
gentleman. a good pal who is
liked by all, and is always backed
by those who know him to COme
through strong. I t does not take
him long to get anything dene.
and it is a Iways done right. He
not only shows speed in work.
but also on the college hill at
II :48 on Sunday nights. This
may be due to his fondnes s of a
certain place in Dayton, at which
he seems to spend considerable
of his time. It must be an inspiration to him to work , for it
was never found necessary for
him to "cook" his results in the
lab. "Walt" always did the
thing right and results followed.
Some years hence when the roll
is called of those of '23 who ha ve
made good we are sure to find
"Walt's" name on the list.

I n years to come we will all
be saying to one another:
Remember "Tim" Healy? From
the day he entered the portals
of U. of D. he won a place in
the hearts of all by his congenial
and unpretentious manner. He's
a real pal-once a friend of
"Tim's," always a friend. A
powerful exponent he is of both
Newark and Ireland. " Tim" is
one of the jolliest men of the
class. and is always directing
some witticism . but he is not
only a good giver, but a good
He has a passion for
taker.
arguing.
No matter when or
where you meet him he is always
ready for a dispute. If his views
coincide with yours he will gladly
accommodate you, in proceeding
to show you where your views
are faulty.
We're expecting
big things from you, John.

Track '20.
Manager Basketball '23.
K. of C. Club.
Exponent Staff.

Dayton, Ohio
Exponent Stalf.
News Staff.
Gregorian Sodality.

We do not hesitate in saying
that "Ed" has not ncar so much
on the outside of his head as he
has it it.
But this does not
bother "Ed" for he is too serious
in playing his role in Iife to worry
about the scarcity of his cranial
adornment. "Ed" joined us in
his sophomore year and he has
been working in the interest of
his class ever since.
He is a
hard worker and always willing
to lend a helping hand.
His
nature is quiet and una ssuming,
and as a result , he is little known
outside his intimate circle of
friends. But to those who know
"Ed" is
him he is a real pal.
going to the seminary next year
and we are positi ve that with a
disposition like his. he has made
no mistake. Weare convinced
that a happy future awaits him
and he has the sincerest good
wishes of all.
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FRANK KRONAUGE
Civil Engineering
Dayton, Ohio

A NTHONY McCARTHY
"Tony"-" Mac"
Arts and Letters

FERD MILLER
"Pop"
Electrical Engmeering

Dayton, Ohio

Lima, Ohio

Tennis 'ZI, '22, 'Z3.
Basketball 'ZI.
Engineering Society.
Athletic Board 'Z3.

Orchestra.
Band.
Dramatic Club.
Exponent News Staff.
Prize Orator 'ZI.

Football '19, ' ZO , 'ZI , ' ZZ.
Seminar Club .
Track Team ·ZO .
Class Vice-Pres. '22.
Bowling Team 'ZO, 'ZI, '22.

Here we have our Frank. a
pleasant, calm, good-hearted and
ever willing chap. possessmg
traits that make him stand in
with everybody. Outwardly he

"Tony." as he is best known
by his buddies, and "Mac" by
his fellow philosophers, is a mighty
man of small stature. He hag
won popularity by the active
part he has taken in school acti"ities. I n high school already
we find "Mac" going after the
elocution medal. with all his
might- and he won it. True sol'
of Ireland that he is , he captured
the college oratory prize in his
sophomore year. using the Irish
question as his subject. Who can
ever forget "Mac'.' fire and con"iction? Besides his ability as an
orator, our son of the Ould Sad
found time to devote himself to
music and has become an artist
of the Saxophone.
"Tony"
would not have to be bashful
b
I"
a out p aymg In presence a f
Ted Lewis, we'll assure you.
His "Harmony Four" orchestra
is in demand. Of our many law
students "Mac" is our best bet
for prominence at the bar

Ferd arrived smiling and free
from worry and this smile he is
still carrying. When it comes to
turning life into a comedy he is
right th ere.
"Pop" has found
that wh en others are blue or
excited. the valu e of such complacency is not to be overestimated. Ford never was in need
of friends. He has the neces-

might seem to liS unconcerned
about school activities . but looking over his past records we find
it to be quite the contrary. In
basketball we cannot pass him
by. and though light yet he is
quite clever. In tennis he knows
no equal. In his four years here
we cannot recall anyone who
ld
.
h'
I
cou even gIve 1m a run.
n
study, Frank is always right
there with the top-notchers; in
fact. no one seems to remember
the time within the past two
years when he was ever lower
than second. All in all we ha ve
to take our hats off to Frank and
we feel that some day he WIll be
high up on the hst of suc cess .

.

~

sary attractions. His wit and
humor always makes his friendship a thing to be desired. However. on the football field.
Ford's smile grows into determination. His record for the past
four years vouches for it.

Ford

is going out not only to make a
name for himself, but also for
someone else in the near future.
We're betting on you, Ford.
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MICHAEL O'SHEA
Arts and Letters
"Mike"

CLARENCE PAULUS

FREDERICK PFARRER

"Duke"

"Pete"

Electrical Engineering

Beatty, Pa.
New Milford, Ohio
Football '22.
Baseball' 23.
Editor Exponent News.
Annual Staff.
When we assembled for our
senior year we found that we
had a new fellow in our midst.
"Mike" is one of those regular
guys and we are glad that he
chose the U. of D. Although he
joined us la te he has made an
enviable record in athletics. In
football "Mike" was a fighter
and in baseball his ability was
again felt by his long drives at
opportune moments, which made
him always reliable.
"Mike"
had a knack of making friends
and as a result was not long in
getting started in social activities.
However, his class work
has not suffered a t the expense
of his outside accomplishments.
"Mike" has the sincere good
wishes of everyone who has had

Dayton, Ohio

Engineering Society.
Exponent Staff.
Seminar Club.

Engineering Society.

As a cold, calculating scientist,
"Duke" is there, but his capacity
calls for more, so he delves into
abstractions to utilize the time.
He follows Socrates' advice. and
says "To myself I am the most
interesting person extant," which
isn't surprising when you know
him.
Either as a constructive
or destructive critic, "Duke"
goes to the head of the class.
He argues any side of any question. Under his seven one-half
hat he carries a fund of knowledge which will bring high bids
in the markets of the world.
Socially he develops complexes.
He has aspirations which his
student environment seemingly
fails to stimulate.
However,
dame rumor informs us of a
changed condition when "Duke"
is home, where he gives vent to
his emotional nature.
This is
well substantiated by the photo
on his desk, and his consistent
late returns after vacations.
"Duke" will be remembered.

Who can't imagine "Petc"
with that ever retiring good
nature smile, greeting you? We
have to admit our friend "Pete"
is a real chap.
He is alway~
ready to do the right thing and
when he says something you can
depend upon it. He likes to do
favors for anyone that acts on
the square, and if you do not ,
then it is good night and you
are down. "Pete," as you might
term it, is not much in society
but when it comes to sports we
always find him a loyal booster
and doing his bit in the interclass leagues.
Very seldom is
" Pete" heard from and it might
seem at times that he is not
interested but whenever he does
speak we can feel assured that
something worth while is being
said. Those that know "Pete"
will pot soon forget his beaming
smile. Good luck, "Pete."
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ALFRED j. POLIQUIN
"Polly"- "AI"
Electrical Engineering

JOHN SCHOMAKER
"Jack"

Elecg~;~o;~~hf:ring

Chemical Engineering

Engineering Society.
Exponent Staff.
Seminar Club.
Football '20, '21.

Carlisle, Ill.
Football '21.
Baseb.ll '20. '21.
Engineering Society.

As "Polly" would say, "small
are better than big
pieces of glass," and we agree
with him. Mighty , though small,

When it comes to being a
"asoned man around the U. of
D . Al " takes the marbles."
Having been here for eight years,
h
h
K
·
h e a d mlts
t at a c ange to entucky atmosphere would be

Illinois has a very impressing
representative in John .
Soon
after his arrival he demonstrated
his physical prowess on the gridiron and again gained more distinction by his long , timely d rives
that won many a baseball game.
With "Jack's" straightforward
disposition we readily under..
stan d h'IS conVIctIOns,
t h at t h ere
.IS no p I
'
h'
ace In t IS wor Id for
We must take a
weaklings.
stand and not be hesitant about
disclosing it. What's the use of
all the superRuous triRes of conventionality?
"Jack" studies
chemistry and he has already
put his knowledge to practical
usc.
Through an exhaustive
analysis by distilling, boiling
down. crystallizing, and the et
cetera, he found by a spectroscopic examination under polarized "moonlight" that it isn 't
well for a man to "live alone ,"
Accordingly "Jack" has fallen in
love, and he is just waiting until
his school days are over. We're
WIth you, "Jack."

and always at the head of his
. .
h
cIass, we are 0 f t Ite opinIOn t at
he is correct in his saying. " AI"
is a good-looker and will always
appreciate your jokes.
He
doesn't say much, but when he
gets started look out. We have
known him four years, and during this time we have all come
to know the sterling qualities
which he possesses , We don't
know much about "AI's" social
career but we suspect that he
has a "one and only one" somewhere in Dayton.
How a b out

"
:

ALVIN RABE
"Baldy"

Dayton, Ohio
Seminar Club.
Glee Club.
Engineering Society.

ciamond s

~

CLASSES

it. "Polly)" Shorty is quite
a singer, and proved his ability
in this line with the Glee Club.
Here's hoping you win your
place among men, "Polly." where
brains and not beef are the chief
requirement.

beneficial. On the gridiron Al
showed more than common
ability and likewise as captain
of the class basketball team for
three years.
His conduct has
ever reRected the spirit of a model
sportsman. As a savant he
ranks with the leaders. Curious
by nature, his queries aim at the
why of things. He has a habit
of finding solutions for any contingencies that might arise, even
to getting seconds in the dining
hall. So far as our .knowledge
goes he has successfully spurned
the call of the fair ones . Perhaps his ideals call for the famed
Kentucky type, however, we
can only be suspicious. AI's
goal i, ~e t at a cool million, and
we wish him that prosperity and
success.
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ELMER F. STEGER

CARL A. THEURING

Electrical Engineering

Civil Engineering

"Dode"

~

Dyersville. Iowa

Remington, Ohio

Science

~

Engineering Society.
Track Team.

Football Manager '22.
Annual Staff
.
Seminar Club.
K. of C. c;lub.

Elmer is a firm believer in the
old adage "never say die." In
the class of '23 he has no peer as
a student. always leading in the
general averages through hard
and persistent effort. He has the
enthusiasm, industry and exactitude which make for perfection.
By nature he demands incessant
activity, yet he plans and utilizes
his time so that ne,'cr a moment
is wast ed. He finds time to assist
in any worthy cause. keeping an

Just plain Carl to all of us,
but always a good pal. He came
here with the determination to
work and this he has persistently
done in spite of many distractions. Regular as any clock, he
has always performed his work
with such thoroughness and
painstakingness that it left little
time for the lighter things of
life. Carl is not much of a
ladies' man. although we suspect
that he has a fair secret in "Blue

Whenever there was something important to be done that
needed push and dependab:lity.
"Dode" was always the candidate. You could rely upon Joe
to put it across; that's why we
made him business manager of
the Daytonian . He is lu cky in
ha ving the gift of enthusiasm
which he always puts to the best
advantage. "Dode" knows how
to mix business with pleasure
WIthout slighting either one. and

•
,

interest focused on everything
he turns to , from studies and
school activities to social functions.
He aspires to the Electrical Engineering profession. and
in the race of life with success as
its goal. Elmer has a runnIng
start and the best ""hes of his
class that he may rea!'ze his

'a\sSsh ' ' iWnghiCchhahpe. doesn't care to
divulge. He is a quict and unum
Nevertheless
we're ,"atching you. Carl , and
expect you to become a real
clvil engineer. Don't forg el that
huntIng tnp every fall. and we
hope to meet you agaIn sometime In the wIlds of MaIne or

consequently he was never found
in the background when it came
to social actIvItIeS. .It was
through these qualities . combined with his likable dispositiOIl, that he became one of the
most popular members of his
class.
From the standpOInt of
his success at the UniverSIty,

~

fondest dreams.

Canada.

"Dod e's" prospects are good.
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Exponent Staff.
Engineering Society.
Seminar Club.
Annual Staff.

Engineering Socicty.

JOSEPH WAGNER

Here's luck!
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C LASSE S

VICTOR C. LAUGHLIN
Dayton. Ohio

WALTER ROEHLL
Cincinnati. Ohio

Some of us remember the
stately personage of "Doc"
Laughlin who left us just two
years ago.
I n the short time
he was with us he became wellknown around the campus at
the U. of D. Victor had the distinction of being one of the
R. O. T. C. Captains in '21 and
was a warded the gold medal for
being the honorary man of his
class. He is a Dayton boy and
graduated from Steele High in
1919. After spending one semester at Ohio State. he completed a two years pre-medical
course at the University of
Dayton. He then enrolled in
Hahnemann Medical College.
Philadelphia. Pa.
Vic. your
old classmates sincerely wisn
you success in your chosen profession.

Walter is a Cincinnati boy
who has spent many of his
student days in Dayton. He is
a graduate of Steele High School
where he decided tnat he could
best serve his people by being a
doctor.
He entered the University of Dayton where he took
the two-year pre-medical course.
He left here in the spring of 1920
and enrolled in the University of
Cincinnati Medical School. He
is now serving his Junior internship. Walter expects to practice
general medicine for a number of
years and then will take up
special surgery. We wish him
the best of success in his noble
profession.
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JOHN PANOS
Morea. Greece
John felt that he could best
serve humanity by becoming a
doctor.

After his early educa-

tion in this little peninsula. he
decided to profit by the advancement of the New World's science.
so he came to America.

He at-

tended Stivers High School. then
went to Ohio State. but after one
semester came to U. of D. to
complete his pre-medical course.

In his first year at Hahnemann
Medical College. Chicago. he won
a medal for his A grades and was
given a

two-year

scholarship.

John is a real student and nis
prospects for success are bright.
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HISTORY OF THE CLASS OF '23
LINUS

V. HosFELD

The history of the class of 1923 begins with the opening of school at St. Mary
College in September 1919. On the opening day the old men exchanged greetings
and experiences of the vacation just passed, while a number of new faces appeared
on the campus. The new faces were Freshmen and we carried ourselves true to
form, roaming about with the characteristic expressions of timidity and awe in the
consciousness of our insignificance. Acquaintances and friendships soon sprang
up, however, and gave relief to our loneliness. A number were already known to
each other because of having graduated from the Prep department together.
We came here in quest of knowledge and our spirits were not to be damped,
even in the cooling waters of the pond, however, a few such orgies assisted in making
us feel that we were full fledged, Freshmen and served to unite us in to a closer
bond of fellowship .
To us time passed slowly , but eventually came the Christmas vacation which
was eagerly received. Books were forgotten for a couple of weeks while the
students sojourned at home free from the grind of academic distress. The sad
awakening came with the approach of the first mid-year exams. They loomed up
as a devouring monster ; and intensive cramming proved to be the best assurance
of a bright future under the circumstances.
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The majority however emerged with the necessary count and that feeling of
relief which only follows such nerve wracking strains. What a change of attitude
four years have wrought. What indifferentism manifested by the Seniors at
approach of exams.
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With the advent of spring studies became more tedious and eventually the
dominating influence of spring fever claimed its toll. The short Easter vacation
broke the monotonous spell. and when we returned the opening of the "twilight
baseball league" fostered much enthusiasm and class spirit for the remaining days.
However, that spring a precedent was established in the event of a college dance
which also lent color to activities being the outstanding social event of the year.
A great number took advantage of the opportunity for one big time before turning
their thoughts seriously to the oncoming final exams . Fortified as we were by
the mid-years, these were met and passed by many. Then came the trunks and
departure, each taking along much of value growmg out of his first year at St.
Mary College.
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
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With the coming of fall we were again brought together; at the same school,
but the name had assumed more imposing proportions being now called University
of Dayton. This together with the fact of being Sophomores gave us a little more
dignity and prestige and accordingly we assumed the responsibility of helping the
new men to realize their insignificance. After the holiday vacation this responsibility took more definite form . An interclass basketball schedule was drawn up
and Mr. Nelson Talbott presented a cup which was to go to the winners. During
the winter months much enthusiasm was created by the interclass games, the
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climax being reached, however when the deciding game was played before a packed
house of spectators. The game was hard fought neither side being able to get a
safe lead, at the close of the last half the score was tie, necessitating two five-minute
overtime periods to prove the superiority of the Sophomores the game was ours.
Never was a more spirited game prayed on the U. D. court. The Sophs. were
represented by Rabe (Capt.) Cholley, Tebbe, Knechtges, Damm, Pfarrer and
Miller with Steve Emerick as coach . After the Easter vacation an interclass baseball schedule was arranged and much of the enthusiasm was kept up during the
closing months. The Sophs. were again slated to win the torunament, but for
some reason the schedule was never completed. Towards the close of May the
college Dance came to the fore as the big issue and it was well attended. Following this came the torment of final exams and the passing of another school year.

JUNIOR YEAR
Returning again in September we entered upon the third lap of our University
career. Armed with two years of experience we felt like veterans and we had no
difficulty in readjusting ourselves to the task before us. In a few weeks vacation
passed into a pleasant dream and we were totally taken up in the affairs at hand.
The first event of outstanding importance was the College Dance which was given
the latter part of November. From this the time passed quickly bringing one
the much welcomed holiday vacation. Upon our return, due to the cramped
condition of the Club Rooms, another large room was added into which the piano
was shifted and here during recreation many pleasant hours were whiled away
accompanied by all kinds of music. The inter-class basketball schedule was
again announced after the mid-years a great amount of spirit was shown in the
various games, however. the schedule was not played out and we retained the cup
which we won the preceding year. The advent of spring witnessed the opening
of the University Extension Fund Campaign for the purpose of raising funds to
carry out a large building program planned by the University, and carried on
with the assistance of the students. Towards the end of the school year two Sundays
were set aside as visitors' days at the University and many people took advantage
of the opportunity to go through the buildings and see the equipment in the class
rooms and laboratories, some of which was demonstrated and explained by the
students of the various departments. Shortly after the second and last College
Dance of the year came followed by the final exams. and liberation.
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SENIOR YEAR
We now enter upon our last year at old U.-D. The class was soon organized
and the officers chosen were Ades C. Cholley, President, Ferd Miller Vice-President
and John Healy, Secretary and Treasurer. Some of the meetings we held will
undoubtedly live long in our memories. The plans were discussed at the earliest
meetings for the first College Dance of the year to be given by the Seniors. A very
able committee was chosen and through their efforts the most successful dance of
U.-D. history was given in The Miami Hotel Ballroom on November 9th. With
the proceeds a banquet was given honoring the football players on the successful
football season which brought glory to themselves and the University . After the
Christmas vacation we were again faced by the necessary evil mid-year exams.
These being over, our attention was given to the matter of pins and rings for graduation with the idea of having established a standard pin and ring for the University
graduates who are to follow. In this we were given the support of the Juniors and
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trust that our efforts have not been in vain. As our Senior year draws to a close
the consciousness of numbered days yet to be spent together comes to us with
regret, for the fact bears upon us that our best and happiest days are passing into
history. Treasured memories of the past will live with us forever while the few
shadows of trouble that passed our way will only the better prepare us for the
clouds that are to follow. As we leave our Alma Mater. 3trengthened by our four
years of college training and discipline we are fearless of the future. Although, it
is shrouded in mystery we, the class of 1923 will aim to make the best of opportunities offered and above all strive to be a credit to the sacred principles instilled
at old U.-D.
--L. V. Hosfeld.

FORMER MEMBERS OF OUR CLASS
Thomas Kehoe
Edward Kehoe
Alfred Damn
Myles Knechtges
Porfiris Gelardo
Henry Llano
Ignacio Llano
john Carrasco
Philip Rudd
joseph F alkenback
Eugene Falkenback
joseph Nellis
Richard Muth
Victor Bucher
Edward G. Schneider
Raymond Helmig
Edward R. Schneider
Howard Fogarty
Francis Farley
Edward Winterhalter
Omher Billet
Norman Marker
Ernest Brown
Herschel Shetterly

Vincent Angew
Vernon Roden
Edward Dwver
I vo Schrade;
Victor Laughlin
W al ter Farren
George Kramer
Michniewig Anthony
Thomas Murray
Louis Wilson
john Favret
Paul O'Brien
Robert Van Keenel
Max Matusoff
Ralph Killoran
Edward McInerhnev
Oliver Pecord
.
Paul Kolhe
Matthew Mackmull
William Manche3ter
Michael Maher
Crume Keifer
joseph Flannagan
Harry Kohler
F. Murphy
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JOSEPH C. AMERSBACH- 2nd Lieutenant, Infantry, O. R. C. 1st Sgt. '20; 1st
Sgt. '21 ; 2nd Lieut. '22; 1st Lieutenant,
second in command, Company C, , 23;
Camp Knox, '22; member championship
baseball team, Camp Knox. '22; dramatic
association, '21; basketball, '21, '22: basketball captain, ' 23; football, '21. '22.
FRANCIS j. HAGAN- 2nd Lieutenant,
Infantry, C. R. C. Sgt . '20: 1st Lieut.'21;
Capt. '22; Captain in command , Company
D, '23; riRe sharpshooter , ' 19; pistol marksman, '22; member champions hip riRie team,
national match, ' 22 ; leader crack squad, '23;
member championship riRe team, intercompany match, ' 23; Camp Custer, '19,
'20; Camp Knox. '22; football. prep. '20;
baseball. '22, '23.
WILBUR A. KRAM E R - 2nd Lieutenant, Infantry, O. R. C. Color Sgt. '20;
1st Sgt. '21; 2nd Lieut. '21; 1st Lieut. '22;
1st Lieutenant, battalion adjutant, '23;
riRe marksman, machine gun sharpshooter,
'22; Camp Custer, '19; Camp Knox, '21,
'22; member rifle team, '23; footbaU, '22.
JOSEPH T. MALON E Y- 2nd Lieutenant, Infantry, O. R. C. Pvt. '20; Sgt. ' 21;
I st Sgt. '21; 2nd Lieut. '22; Ist Lieut . '23;
second in command, Company A; Camp
Knox, '22.
HAROLD G. MELIA- 2nd Lieutenant, Infantry, O. R. C. Sgt. '20; Capt. '21;
Major, '22; Major. ranking officer of battalion, '23; pistol marksman; member champion
baseball team, Camp Knox. '22 ; infantry
track team. Camp Knox. '22; football, '21;
baseball, '21, '22: assistant basketball manager, '23; member orchestra and band, '20,
'2 I. '22, '23; Exponent Editor. ' 21; Camp
Knox, '22.
CLARENCE PAULUS- 2nd Lieutenant, Infantry. O. R. C. Sgt .. '20, '21; 1st
Lieut. '22; 1st Lieut. '23; Camp Knox, '22;
pistol marksman, ' 22; Bachelor of Science
in Electrical Engineering. '23; Editor Exponent magazine.
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EDWIN C. ROHR- 2nd Lieutenant,
Infantry , O. R. C. Sgt. '20, '21; 2nd
Lieut. ' 22; Ist Lieut. '23; machine gun
sharpshooter, '22; Camp Knox, '21, '22.

i

CYRIL C. SHARF- 2nd Lieutenant,
Infantry , O . R. C. Sgt. '20; 1st Lieut. '21;
Capt. '22 ; Captain in command, Company
B, ' 23 ; Camp Knox, '22; member championship baseball team, Camp Knox, '22; Infantry track team, Camp Knox, '22; baseball, '21 , '22, '23; basketball , '21, '22, '23;
football , '20, '21 , '22; football captain, '23;
member band and orchestra , '20, '21, '22,
'23.

~t::

LOUIS M . SHERER- 2nd Lieutenant,
Infantry , O. R. C. Corporal '20; Sgt. and
color Sgt. ' 21; Capt. '22 ; Captain in command , Company C; member rifle team ,
Company C , ' 23 ; Camp Knox , '22.
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ALPHONSE STELZER- 2nd Lieutenant , Infantry , O. R. C. Corporal '20 ;
Sgt. '21; 1st Sgt. '21; Capt. '22; Captain,
battalion Jupply officer, '23; rifle marksman , pistol sharpshooter, Camp Knox,
'21 , '22.
JOHN A. SUPE NSKY- 2nd Lieutenant, Infantry , O . R. C. Pvt. '20; 1st
Sgt. '21 ; 2nd Lieut. '22; 1st Lieut. '22;
Captain in command, Company A; Camp
Knox, '22 ; pistol s'! iarpshooter, '22; football. '20, '21 ; basketball, '20, '22; baseball,
'22, '23.
PATRICK J. H . WONG- 2nd Lieutenant , Infantry , O . R. C. Students' Army
Training Corps, Honolulu, H. T., '20; Sgt.
'21; 2nd Lieut. '22; 1st Lieutenant, intelligence officer of battalion, '23; Camp
Knox , '22.
VARLEY P . YOUNG- 2nd Lieutenant,
Infantry , O . R. C. 2nd Lieut. supply
officer, '20; 1st Lieut . battalion adjutant , '21 ;
Captain regimental adjutant , '22 ; Captain
battalion executive officer, '23 ; rifle marksman , ' 19 ; machine gun sharpshooter , ' 22 ;
member rifle team , ' 20 ; Camp Custer, '19 ;
Camp Knox, ' 22 ; Editor Exponent magazine and Exponent N ews, '21, '22, '23 .
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Honor RiAe Squad

RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS
By H. C.

B

MELIA

The unit numbers over five hundred members and constitutes a battalion of four compa!'ies of three platoons
each. and a band. There are thirty-six men enrolled in the advanced course and of this number thirteen will
receive their commissions as lieutenants in the Organized Reserve on Commencement Day.
A splendid group of officers are in charge of the drill and instructions. Major H. F. Hazlett. P.M.S.&T.;
Capt. Theodore Bundy; 1st Lieut. S. C. Payne; 1st Lieut. F. Marshall; W. O. Kramer. Sgts. Kearney.and
Drake are the men responsible for the success of the U. of D. Unit.
A great deal of time is utilized in familiarizing the cadets with the subject of RiAe Marksmanship. Every
man is given an opportunity to fire the gallery riAe and the representative team is picked from those making
the best scores. Last spring the team after annexing second place in the Corps Area Match succeeded in
winning the National I ntercollegiate Match. This year the team finished seventh in the Corps Area Match
and gave the crack McCook Field Team a close call in a special match. Those who are to attend summer
camp this year ha ve the advantage of firing on the range. and several afternoons a week are devoted to this
work.
The thirty men who attended Camp Knox last summer gave evidence of the training they had received
at the univeT'ity . They were also prominent in athletics. five men (U . D.) comprising the backbone of Company "A" baseball team . the undisputed champions.
Immediately before the Homecoming Football Game the entire organization staged a battalion parade
and review that would have given credit to a regular army outfit. For the opening baseball game a special
detail acted as color escort and assisted in raising the stars and stripes on the new Aagstaff on the diamond.
In general the work accomplished this year was an improvement over that of the past. due in a large measure
to a keen spirit of rivalry existing between the companies. To date Company "D" has the edge. having won
both the inter-company riAe match and the prize squad drill.
"'
This year instead of having an encampment for a week. the afternoons of the week of May 14 will be
devoted entirely to military training. During this week the remainder of the competitive drills. those of
platoon and company. will be held. and one afternoon will be devoted to athletics. A paradt·. review or guardmount will conclude each day's schedule.
Major and Mrs. H. F. Hazlett entertained the members of the advanced course at their home the evening
of February 3. A delicious lunch was served by the hostess while all variety of smokes were provided by the host.
The biggest event of the year will take place the night of May 7 at the East Oakwood Club. A real military
hop with all the college men in khaki and adorned with all the medals available. The regular army officers
stationed at the Umversity and several distmguished guests includmg the Inspector from Corps Area HeadIq
quarters will be present. The dance will be gIven as a Farewell to the man whose splendId personality and
~
mdividual effort has made this year such a splendId success. Major H. F. Hazlett. He WIll return to acti:
e Jj
duty in the Phlhppines at the close of the school year.
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1922-SENIOR PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT- 1923
GRADUATES
Robert j. Babb

Hidalgo. Mex .
"Babb"
"Spaniards seem wiser than they are"- Bacon .

Joseph j. Back

Ft. Thomas. Ky .
"Joey"

"Old as 1 am. for ladies' love unfit"
- Shakespeare
Francis

R. Barry

Sandusky. Ohio
"Barry"
"Most of those evils we poor mortals know.
From doctors and imagination flow"
- Churchill

Frederick Berner

Dayton. Ohio
"Fritz"

"I love to think"- Browning.
Erwin C. Besch

Dayton. Ohio
"Irv"

"I shuffle sideways with my blushing face"
- Browning.
William H. Bickford

Dayton. Ohio
"Doc"
"Words are like leaves and where they most
abound
Much fruit of sense beneath is rarely found"
--Pope.

Paul N. Bigler

Middletown. Ohio
" Jerk"
"Cuddie for shame! hold up thy heavy head"
-Spenser.

~
~
1'1
~

~
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~

Fernando P. Bracho
Dun:ngo. Mex .
" Bracho"
"Mislike me not for my complexion"
- Shakespeare.
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GRADUATES-Continued

~

E
~

Crestline, Ohio
"Harry"
"By sports like these are all their cares
beguil' d" -Goldsmith.
Harry D. Breen

(l

~

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Herm2.n W. Brunner
"Herm"
"For none more likes to hear himself converse"-Byron.

§

Bering A. Busch

~

Cincinnati, Ohio

"8"
"0 wretched m2.n that I am I-that I should
sleep in the daytime"-Bunyan.

J.:..

!l
~

Dayton, Ohio
"Hooks"
"Dear son of memory, great heir of fame"

Louis M. Chaney

-Milton.
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Mexico City, Mex.
"George"
"And his chin new-reaped,
Show'd like a stubble-lwd at harvest time"

Antonio IV!. Cobian

- Shakespeare .
Mexico City, Mex.
"Mike"
"A m2.n m2.y smile 2.nd smile, wd be a villain"

F erm.ndo A. Cobi2.n

-Shakespeare.
F r2.ncis M. Comer

M2.ysville, Ky.

"Hick"
"Here's a hrmer" - Shakespeare.

Thome.s D. Drake, U. S. A., Lumberport, W Va.
"Sarge"
"This is the

s~rgeant"-Shakespeare.
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1922-SENIOR PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT- 1923
GRADUATES-Continued
Francis C. Eggers

Dayton, Ohio
"Eggs"
"I seem to lie with drooping eyes
Dreaming sweet dreams"-Lowell.

Richard A. Eichenlaub
Erie. Pa.
"Ike"
"Were ever two such loving friends!How could they (Webber) disagree?"-Scoll.

John j. Galeese

Middletown. Ohio
"Jawn"

"And his talk a sweeter titter
Than the swallow understands"-Riley.

Manuel M. Garcia

Mexico City, Mex.
"Garcia"

"Do I live. am I de3.d?"-Browning.

Cleveland. Ohio
Edward H. Gibbons
"Barney"
"Smile, sweet baby. smile"-Thompson.

Dayton. Ohio
"Eric"
"With p3.ins rheumatic shooting"-Lowell.

Jerome H. Gibson

~

i
~
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~
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Toledo. Ohio

John D. Gill

"j. D."

':"I

"Out of the cradle endlessly rocking"
- Whitman.

Dayton, Ohio

Joseph L. Goetz
uLeo"

"And bespatter'd with rouge his own natural

"d"-C,ld,muh.
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GRADUATES- Continued
Chester

J. Graham

Dayton, Ohio
"Chet"
"Now change the scene and let the trumpets
sound"- Scolt.
Eugene F. Guswiler

Mansfield, Ohio
"Gus"
"Famished people must be slowly nurst
And fed by spoonfuls else they always burst"
- Byron.

William H. Himes

Dayton, Ohio
"Wee"

"Men are but children of a larger growth"
- Dryden.
Oscar C. Hollenbach
Chicago, I\l.
"Oscar"
"Cannot we delude the eyes
Of a few poor household spies"- Jonson.
Robert

J. Huesman

Dayton, Ohio
"Babe"
"A look, a word of her winsome mouth,
And a wild raspberry"- Thompson.

Harold j. Ims

Columbus, Ohio
"Nero"

"And unto labor born"- Jonson.
Amado C. Irigoyen
El Paso, Texas
"Petroleum"
"Over the sea, over the sea
My love he is gone to a far contrie"- Tabb .
W. Harold Kappeler
Dayton. Ohio
"Harold"
"With his mace on his shoulder. Count Harold
strode in"-Scolt.
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1922-SENIOR PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT-1923
GRADUATES- Continued
William D. Kavanaugh
"Bill"
"One might believe. , , , , '

Dayton. Ohio

. --Wordsworth.
Thomas P. Kearns
Dayton, Chio
"Red Horse"
"Papa could not hear me and would play with
me no more"- Steele .

Dayton. Ohio
"Spike"
"The pretty things that others wear
Look strange and out of place on me"
- Lowell.

Norman R. Kelly

Dayton. Ohio
"Joe"
"What a pretty show!"- Wordsworlh.

Joseph A. Keyes

Dayton, Ohio

Thomas M. Kirk
"Pat"

"The very chair I sit on breaks"- Browning.

John H. Koors

Dayton, Ohio

"29"

"He scratch'd his car. the infallible resource
To which embarrass'd people have recourse"
- Byron.
Piqua, Ohio
Arthur L. Kugelman
"Kugie"
"God gives all things to Industry"- Franklin .
Raymond H. Leyes

Dayton. Ohio
"F armer"
"A weary, weary way I go"-- Tennyson.
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1922-SENIOR PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT-1923
GRADUATES-Continued
Louis W. Makley

Dayton, Ohio
"Louie"

"The grand debate, the popular h arangue,
the tart reply"-Cowper.
Clarence A. Maley"

"
Dayton, Ohio
The Boss
"We will draw the curtein and show you the
picture"- Shakespeare.
.

Howard]. Meyer

Dayton, Ohio
"Gwenn"

"Oh so white, Oh so soft, Oh so sweet is she"
-Jonson.
Eugene

J.

Nolan

Painesville, Ohio
"Irish"
"Oh might my name be numbered among the
great"-- Wordsworlh.

William A. Nunn

Cleveland, Ohio
"Pop"
"To-night-to-night a hundred miles 1- dearest William stay!"-Scoll.

o

Robert W. Oberlander
Woodlawn, Pa.
"Bud"
"The man without a country"-Hale.
William C. Oldt

Dayton, Ohio
"Bill"
"I should do better, do you comprehend"
-Browning.

Walter]. Pc..ul

Dayton, Ohio
"Paul"
"There is no substitute for thorough-going,
ardent end sincere earnestness"-Dickens.
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1922- SENIOR PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT-1923
GRADUATES-Continued
Chattanooga. Tenn.
"Hod"
"You lounged like a boy of the South"
- Browning.

Horace H. Peek

Dayton. Ohio
"Pete"
"He can smile when one speaks to him. md
laughs easily"-Sleele.

Charles E. Peterman

Dayton. Ohio
"AI"
"Nay. stay a little. good scholar"- Walton.

Alred J . Pfeiffer

Franklin E. Potts

Dayton. Ohio
"Frank"
"I would the gods had made thee poetical"
-Shakespeare.
Dayton. Ohio
"Ribs"
"There's a boy we pretend with a three-decker
brain
That could harness a team with a logicd
chain " - Holmes.

Herman J. Reboulet

Dayton. Ohio
"Bob"
"A little curly good-for-nothing"- Byron.

Robert M. Renner

Dayton. Ohio
"Johnny"
".'!Iere his eyes open? Yes. and his:mouth
too - Byron.

John A. Retter

Owosso. Mich.
"Pat"
"A town that boasts inhabitants like me
Can have no lack of good society"
- Longfellow.

John P . Rigley
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1922-SENIOR PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT-1923
GRADUATES-Continued
,~1exico City, Mex.
Sancheese
"My name at the first was Graceless"
- Bunyan.

J . A. Sanchez

"

Charles B. Schmidt

Covington, Ky.
"Dutch"
"You heard music, that was I " - -Browning.

Edwin A. Schroer

Cincinnati, Ohio
"Eddie"
"I have drunk of the life-giving wine"
- Lowell.

Louis]. Schulze

Dayton, Ohio
"Brute"
"Whose little body, lodged a mighty mind"
- Pope.

Joseph

c. Scott

Dayton, Ohio
"Joe"
"Thus let me live, unseen, unknown"- Popc.

Lawrence H. Stember
Corning, Ohio
"Tub lets"
"Sentimentally I am disposed to harmony,
but organically I am incapable of a tune"Lamb.
Louis G. Stuhldreher
Wapakoneta, Ohio
"Thane of Wapakoneta"
"Hail most worthy thane"-Shakespeare.
Harold F. Thomas

Dayton, Ohio
"Thomas"
"You write with ease to show your breeding,
But easy writing's curs'd hard reading"
- Sheridan.

,
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GRADUA TES- Contin ued

Joseph M. Unger

Dayton, Ohio
I'Joe"

"A lovely ladv rode him fair beside"
.
-Spenser.
Cincinnati, Ohio
"Van"
"Yet a little more sleep"- Bunyan.

Leo E. Vc.n Lahr

John B. Waluiszis

Dayton, Ohio
"Vesuvius"
"Why don't you speak for yourself, John"
- Long fellow.
Toledo, Ohio
"Lloyd"
"And thou hadst small Latin"- Jonson.

Lloyd E. Webber

Hugh A. Welker

N ew Lexington, Ohio
"Hugo"
"He is a gentleman, that is very singular in
his behavior" -Steele.
Dayton, Ohio
"Putty"
"Accuse not Nature, she hath done her part"
-Milton .

John R. Wilson

Robert F. Wirsching

Dayton, Ohio
"Bob"
"Let me have men about me that are fat"
Shakespeare.

Elmer W Ziehler

Dayton, Ohio

" Easy"
"A nnish'd gentleman, from top to toe"
- Byron.

~

~

~

John M. Zimmerman
Dayton, Ohio
"Dutch"
"Not a word spoke he more than need"
- Chaucer.
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1922-SENIOR PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT-1923
GRADUATES-Concluded
William Kissling
"Bill"
"Behold the child, by Natur.e's kindly law
Pleased with a rattle, tickled with a straw"
-Pope.
John Moran
"Mabel"
"A wonderful son, that can so astonish a
mother" -Shakespeare.
Raymond Michel
"Mike"
"He danced, I say, right well"-Byron.
Robert Minnerup
"Fat"
"Who sticks to the job and for nothing will
shirk,
Who thinks of naught else, when there's
work on, but work"-Leamy.
Daniel Poliquin
"Polly"
"Big men are only little men given a fair
chance to grow"-Armour.
Frederick Rost
"Freddy"
"A wise man will make more opportunities
than he finds" - Bacon.
Clement V. Smedley
"Smed"
"He would dispute, confute, change hands,
and still confute"-Butler.
Richard Williams
"Doc"
"T rainers and jocks, pugilistical knocks,
He found himself short in funds and stocks"
- Hood.
Henry Wolf
"Heinie"
"But see!-the well-plum'd hearse comes nodding on"-Blair.
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Prep Class Prophecy
And now, old companions , it's time for departing,
For mirth and for gladness, yet what do we feel
But long pains of sorrow come shooting and darting,
That start in the head and reach to the heel.
No! I t always has happened: when time for good byes,
Instead of bright smiles , it's groans, tears, and sighs.
But let us replenish with mem'ries the cup,
And joining in song drink them happi,l y up.
No? Mem'ries but serve as pangs to the heart
At the time old companions must leave to depart.
Then surely the future would never displease,
So forget of the past, and recline at your ease:
Let's imagine ten years have passed since today,
And time has been kindly to serve us this way:
A certain Lloyd Webber's in Rome with his be tters
Translating Latin epistles and letters.
While our old friend John Healey is in the same land,
Selling bananas and apples in back of his stand.
But let us return to our States o 'er the sea ,
And stop in New York , where cookies and tea
Contract for the idle some very steep debtsThe owner? you ask, why, he's Mr. Joe Goetz.
His partner is Peterman, still smiling and sweet,
Tho' he's a wife on his hands, and a cute little " Pete."
Their business is fine, their orchestra- Say ,
They 're five real musicians- you should hear them play.
Stember is handling a long saxophone,
While Van Lahr has got a bass viol of his own .
And Wilson is playing a quaint little flute ,
Which sometimes gets tangled around on his snoot.
While Nolan- ah! harmony, heavenly strains·Draws from the keys a million refrains .
The maker of tunes on the banjo's bright strings
Is Retter, who plays as he dreams as h e sings.
The leader- Oh, there is a man whom the Muse
Has given her talent to foster and use;
His music comes forth from the depths of his soul'Tis Stuhldrehr who plays such an important role.
His fault s- only one:'tis a shame such a man
Must stop midst a waltz to spit in a can .
So much for New York we'll now travel west ,
And s top at a town that does nothing but rest:
Toledo, by name, so quiet and stillNo wonder! the mayor is Mr. John Gill.
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He was entirely too young for a place on the stage-(They judged from his actions instead of his age.)
His clerk is named Gibbons, who thinks work a curse,
And spends all of his time writing lyrics and verse.
And Galeese washes windows, the panes, it is true,
Are the only things that he ever saw through.
The janitor-What! Hollenbach did you say
Has given all of his money away?
Yes, he loaned it to Thomas, who beheld in a dream
The making of millions in a radio scheme.
But a girl took his eye, and the money and he,
Along with the girl. fled over the sea.
But time closes in , so we cannot delayWe come to a town on a bright circus day:
And there is friend Schroer at his stand in the shade,
Selling cupfuls and tubfuls of pink lemonade .
At the entrance is Maley, who doesn't look cross,
For at last he is known by the name of "The Boss."
And Huesman sells tickets- we all must agree
That none is more fitted for that place than he.
Inside of the tent is a sweet childish face,
Who walks with his mother all over the place:
He's Miller, our friend, smiling bright as the moon,
For he carries a lollypop and a balloon.
Now starts the big show: Two wrestlers I name,
Whose stature and strength have brought them much fame,
'Tis Wirsching and Schulze, two giants of steel.
Each measures eight feet from his head to his heel.
Above on trapeze is a twister and turner,
Energetic and tireless- of course it is Berner.
But who is attracting attention so great
That the people in crowds are jamming the gate?
'Tis Cobian, decked in a dress, and we know,
As the fair Bearded Lady, he's the hit of the show.
At his side in a ring , is a giant whose strength
Is very well shown by his breadth and his length.
It's Gibson, a big, vicious brute of a child,
Bending nails with his teeth, and looking most wild.
But will wonders ne'er cease? There's our friend Reboulet.
The Cigarette Fiend- smoking a thousand a day .
Another attraction! Frank Eggers, 'tis said
Has lived for ten years without going to bed.
The trickster who's driving the Ford 'round the ring
Is Joseph c. Unger, as proud as a king.
Three clowns follow behind- oh, look at the one,
As sure as I'm living it's no other than Nunn;
Up in the stand on a bench near the top
Six hale, hearty children applaud for their "Pop."
The next clown- of all things, it's little Ray Leyes We surmise that the plow and the hoe didn't please.
The third clown is Cavanagh, leading a monkeyOr better said still: The ape follows a donkey.
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And look at the officer patrolling the grounds,
It's Sergeant Tom K!rk, who is makin,g ~is rounds;
It's seldom an officer s handsome that s fat,
But Kirk's an exception-more power to you, "Pat."
The Side Shows, how many! In a gay colored stall.
Working a skin game, we see Mr. Paul.
But he will get rich without any doubt.
He can argue them in, and argue them out.
But look in the next! A dime for three balls
Will give you a chance to topple the dolls.
Shame on you, Kappler: your wife doesn't know
That two dozen dolls stare at you so.
The next booth- Of all things! there's Oldt and Tom Kearns
Filching the money the poor public earns;
The Shell Game is not a nice game, but- oh well,
Wherever there's nuts there must be a shell.
Now follow me on. and we'll come to a place:
A building that covers acres of spaceA hospital famous because of its owner.
He's handsome and rich, so his name must be Comer.
In an invalid's chair, if we peep thru the doors ,
\Ve see canvalescing in sleep Mr. Koors.
He intended to join the army for life,
But found plenty of fighting at home with his wife.
But who is the surgeon in long robes of white,
Whose hatchet and saw causes wriggles of fright',)
It's Doc Bickford, who operates when they're alivf',
But few, very few of them ever survive.
And look on the table, it's Graham, or "Fox;"
His jaw bone was fractured when learning to box.
Close by is an athlete of world wide renown,
Waiting to have his skull pounded down;
A hop of the ball. too quick to be seen,
Made a wreck of the brain of our friend Harry Breen.
Close to him is lms, looking nervous and drawn,
Ready to have some flesh grafted on.
On the same board is Keyes. too frightened to scoff,
Waiting to have some flesh taken off.
Peek sits on his cot looking sullen and crabbed.
He's taking the cure for the cigarette habit.
The world famous chemist has given the cure :
It' s Eichenlaub's Special, Safe, Sane and Sure.
While a diminutive man is plastered in greases:
He was burnt quite severely when his still blew to pieces Waluszius. we feel for your heart breaking pligh t.
But you shouldn't have brewed under cover of night.
But come! Such things aren't pleasant to know,
Let us away from this house of sorrow and woe;
And jaunt down the street, where business men's store~
Exhibit in cases their assortment of wares.
The first one is small, but come, let us stop,
And discover who owns this quaint butcher shop.
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it', Zim",,,man, cutting a ,.u'"go, and it
Is held firmly in place by his fat partner SchmidtNext door is a place where tobacco and pool
Keep the boys of the village away from their school:
Pfiefer and Kelly are the heads, it is known
Thank goodness, for now they are smoking their own.
The next store is Kugleman's, selling cravats.
Underclothes, collars, shirts. socks. and hats.
Gusweiler's employed as the model who sits
In the window advertising the fits.
And Besch is the tailor, we readily know
He likes to hear scandal much better than sew.
Then next comes a lot that is vacant, and there
Stands a bill-board wi th pictures and letters aglare.
Our friend Busch's face, and beneath lines like these:
"Smoke Bull Durham Cigarettes, They Save and They Please ."
On the next board is Bach's name, stating that he
Is the town's Undertaker, of the highest degree.
And Keough is with him, who often has said :
Tho' business' alive, it's still very dead.
On the next !<ign it says to vote for Joe Scott,
As the city dog-catcher he's the pick of the lot.
But who is the artist that painted the signs?
None else than the talented cartoonist Himes.
But here we must leave, and with speed venture down
To a wild little, fierce little Mexican town.
The people are shouting, for bandits have come,
Riding and shooting and loaded with rum.
I rigoyan and Garcia were the two men
Who rode in the town, but rode out again;
For a small group of soldiers soon chased them away- 'Twas Bracho's and Sanchez' and Cobian's day.
Who peep from their store to call back their buyers
Of peppers and chili? I t's Brunner and Myers.
And who's the fa t man in the prime of his life)
It's Welcher, a gambler, with children and wife.
But look there at Barry, he's rich, for his soil
Failed growing potatoes bu t sprou ted in oil.
Now let us go back to our Dayton again
By way of a northern bound, limited train;
The engineer's careful. he drives a mean wheel,
Oberlander's head's cork, but his nerves are of steel.
His fireman is Rigley, who says that the heat
Is good for his rheumatism and his cold feet.
And Bigler 's a porter, selling candies and books,
And he makes many sales on his nerve and good looks.
"Speed" Kernan's the man that stands by the door,
And calls out the name of the towns with a roar.
But "Speed" is so slow. that often you'll find
He calls out a town that is ten miles behind.
Now we are at Dayton, and step off the train
To gaze at the town of our school days again;
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There's Renner , looking most sad and forlorn,
Selling his peanuts, and candy, and corn.
As Roberts and Chaney have voices for yelling.
It's certainly papers the two must be selling.
Oh, horrors! an extra says someone named Drake,
When cleaning a gun, was shot by mistake.
And two robbers named Makley and Ziehler were jailed,
After their plan of robbery failed;
I t was certain to fail for a detective called Babb,
Is always around at the time he must nab.
But let us return to the old U. of D.
And see if it's changed since the year '23.
Oh. scenes not forgotten, oh. faces most dear.
The beauty of kindness has hallowed us here.
Absence is best to teach us to yearn ,
No matter the cost we ever return
For a glimpse of the picture as it was carved
At the hour of departure on a heart that is starved.
Then back thru the absence we mellow the years
With mem'ries of longing, and christen with tears .
But we scarcely remember. for the U. of D . has grown
To a Harvard or Princeton or Yale of its own.
Brother G eorge is still our Brother George Ley,
Nor does he seem older by even a day;
I t's still "und so weider" or "was haben sie?"
Just like h e would say it in old '23.
And Brother Joe Trunk's still the Brother who knows
His "qui's" and his "qua's" and his "quod's" and his "quo s."
And Brother Charles Belz still pesters with Civics.
And keep the boys busy wi th pages of Physics.
So all still is happy , and since all is gay ,
To you . each companion . we heartily say ,
That whether or not you climb to success.
You're always a friend of ours, neve rtheless .
So with the best of good wishes and never a sigh,
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THE

HISTORY OF CLASS '24
By

CARL]' CRANE

Speaking of class histories. - we·1I say class '24 has a history. One of the prerequisites for history is a past
and with three years committed to memory class '24 is proud. and justly so, of its "'any and varied accomplishments. However let us not go too far into the darkness of remote evcnts. but let us consider recent historical
events, events that can be associated with the closing scholastic year.
September, 1922. saw the veterans of two previous years returning for work with a fervor that is consequent
to a rest 0) of three months. The first activity of the year to engross the attention of everybody was football. Well. when it comes to chasing the old pigskin the historian wants to say that '24 was out to the footlights with. bow. Cyril Scharf. Richard Sayre, john "Supe" Supensky. joseph "joey" Amersbach and
Wilbur Kramer were there to see that class '24 came in for its share of the honor and glory. Now history has
it also that our own "Cy" Scharf himself was elected captain of the coming football season.
But let us pause one moment to consider another phase of the sporting life. a phase that this year as never
before seemed to be so thoroughly successful. You all know "Lem" Garrity! Well. he is the boy that was
responsible for the success of the morale instilling proposition known as rooting. "Lem" is the most energetic.
erratic, distinctive and exclusive yell leader that ever said rah! Class '24 is proud again that "Lem" is a
product of '24.
After f~otball came basketball and among the basketballe;s we find captain "joey" Amersbach. joey
besides being a member of class '24 is one of the most loyal adherents to. and one of the keenest men in basketball the Dayton has ever seen. Yes, and we must not forget that man named Scharf who was always on the
job. Francis Clifford, too. and while speaking of Francis we must add that he is the best little band leader
that ever twirled a baton.
In the interim between basketball and the national sport there were such things as the oratorical contest
to demand attention. I t is a pleasure for the historian to commit to these pages a record of two '24 men
Lawrenc e J. Tebbe and Leo. F. Collins , who took first and second honors respectively in the oratorical contest.
The honor of having as editor of the Exponent. a '24 man goes to lhe class. Besides the editor-in-chief
Lawrence]' Tebbe we find on the Exponent staff the name of C. Ric.hard Horwedel. Besides being a member
of the Exponent staff "Dick" Horwedel is also manager of footbait for the coming season. On the staff of
the Exponent News the names of john P. Garrity. Lawrence]' Tebbe and Carl]. Crane appear. These also
are the product of '24. that efficient energetic class.
With spring came baseball and with baseball we associate names like Scharf. Sup~nsky. Melia and Flowers.
Altho Supe has that little failing of orientating his knee to the detriment of his base running, he nevertheless
showed what he could do for the team.
Now there are two names that the historian must chronicle as being the star gelfcrs of the University.
You know them- joseph Deddens and William Quay. They were the best little ruiners of front property
that class '24 can boast of.
Probably. no not probably but absolutely the largest class to graduate in Military Science and Tactics
from the University R. O. T. C. are members of class '24. Ten men of class '24 are receiving their commissions
in the Organized Reserve Corps. Taking an active interest in all phases of the military life at school we find
three '24 men on the rifle team and as many who will graduate the coming year. The Cadet Major for the
last year was a '24 man. Harold Melia by name. a very capable man at the job. Those of '24 who have helped
make the University of Dayton R . O. T. C. one of the best units in the 5th Corps Area are: Maj. Harold
Melia. Capt. Cyril Scharf. Capt. Lewis Scherer. Capt. Alphonse Stelzer. Capt. john Supensky, I st Lieut.
joseph Amersbach. Ist Lieut. joseph Maloney. 1st Lieut. Ed win Rohr. 1st Lieut. Patrick Wong, 1st Lieut.
Richard Sayre, 1st Lieut. Frank Williams, 1st Lieut. Ernest Gerb~r. 1st Lieut. Wilbur Kramer. 1st Liellt.
Carl Crane.
Now there is still another item in this history that we must not fail to mention and that i" an item very dear
to all the hearts of the students who spend their time in the club room during the evening recreation. Music
is what is here meant and everyone knows how the spirit of the evening is kept up to par when Francis Clifford
accompanied by Ernest "Rufus" Ruiz Godoy, Cy Scharf and Harold Melia keep the atmosphere atingle with
that appealing brand of music.
In conclusion let it be said that class '24 is in a class by itself and feels that in it the finest spirit of true
fellowship prevails; indeed they are a Democratic Bunch!
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SOPHOMORE HISTORY
By C. B.

MURRAY

There are many things which are experienced only once in a lifetim e. But the greatest of these is the Aeeting year that we have been Sophomores. For were not the Fre5hie, utterly outclassed at everything '! In
proof of this we would refer to the occasion of November Eleventh, Then did the Sophomores s hin ~ as they
paraded the Freshmen before the reviewers,
The Fall College Dance- how we11 do we remember how next morning we blithely tripped th e iight fanta stic
to the tune of those "bells" which Willie Quay so ably named, The day was marred however because "Shanty "
was utterly worn out. Why! But neither "Aimie" nor "WhiW ' were discouraged for they soon ha d a fourin-handed engagement in which the casualty was a bias-cut. Then to round out the festivities of the year,
"L. Wood" gave us a. demonstration of throwing a baseball. He made thirty yards on a fly and would have
don e better had he not been so anxious about following the rules and reached for the Baseball Guide Book,
Exams postponed a week: we shed bitter tears,
call it FLUke,

For many of us had some slight ailment but could really

Relieved of the strain of exams , Dad Fox gave us an unparalleled exhibition of his magic art: unparall eled,
because no line is quite so crooked, Shecky, tired of riding street cars, GAVE u. an exhibition which
STAMPED him altera TERPSI C HORE.
Famous among chemists will be one of our number who has long been search ing for the place of Asbestos
T ri C bloride in analysis, Enjoying an equal share of fame will be far-famed compeer who has become so
inured in his profession that he can bathe his mouth with concentrated acid and suffer no ill effects: but alas!
we bl us hingly record that tbis last one has been indulging in such excursions on Brown St. as are incompatible
with a rise to ranks of the immort? Is , We predict a triumphant pugilistic career for two members of our class,
We would concede the palm to but one of them were it not for fear of killing somebody: we cannot but feel
that such fears are unsuited to one who aspires to such a career. Thus we might go on enumerating talents
ad infinitum, of the Sophomore. far beyond the limitations of the space allotted us: but in deference to our
superior class men. who perhaps desire some space for their history , we humbly conclude our own , All of
which reminds us 01 our pet dog which. with suicidal intent. stuck the tip of its tail into its mouth and said
"This is the end of me,"
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FRESHMAN ARTS AND LETTERS
Charles Allhoff
John Brady
Francis Campbell
Raymond Caul field
Micheal Eikenbarry
Herbtrt Eisele

Thomas Fleming
Bertand Fry
.John Haas
Leo Hoying
Richard Kuntz

lohn l'vIeCarrens
l\hrtin Murphy
James Reinhardt
William Scanlon
John Schulte

CurtislShaw
Gerald Shenk
Patrick Tobin
Larsen Wagner
Joseph Wentker

FRESHMAN COMMERCE AND FINANCE
Lawrence Amann
John Bramlage
john Donahu e
William Horgan
Charles Dough erty
Thomas Dwyer
Edward Fitzgerald
Ed ward F ul weiler

Richard Garster
Harry Heider
Louis Holtman
John Mahrt
joseph Janning
Edward Kyne
Cha rles Leach
George Lowry

joseph Bender
Charles Bost
john Brown

Konald jelfery
joseph Koehler
Valentine Kowalski

Walter Achieu
Lester Adams
Carl Andlauer
Peter Babb
Dale Black
Vincent Bowling
Daniel Burke
Paul Burkey
Thomas Burkhardt
Eugene Cetone
Joseph Dawling
Canan Doyle
Charles F alkenbach

Willia-m Fischer
James Fox
Louis Gemke
Norbert Gutmann
Ray Hesse
Clarence Lundy
Edward Mahoney
Louis Mahrt
james Weiler
Howard Weimerskirch
Barton Yager
Waldo Zander
Andrew Zittel

joseph Madigan
F ran ris Mayer
Fernando OliHra
Russel Pia to
Charles Rodway
Ray Routsang
William Scales

Arthur Schaclzer
Ambrooe Stenson
john Tehan
John Vollmer
joseph Wagner
Roland Wagner
Alfred Wenzel

FRESHMAN PRE-MEDICAL
Maurice Coo per
Gerald Dennis
H erbert Dwyer

La wrence Gerlack
Kenneth Kurtz
Howard Mahan

FRESHMAN ENGINEERING
Thedore McCarthy
john Mel ntyre
Floyd i'vlonk
Raymond Mooney
Frederick Moorman
John Muehling
George Murphy
Charles Pederson
Baldamero Puig
Warren Ramby
Heriberto Ramos
Eldon Reynolds
Paul Schmieder

~

.......

John Schneider
Raymond Schroll
La wrence Snyder
Ralph Hammel
Frederick Hra ven
Roland johmon
Leo Knight
Norbert Knostmen
George Krug
Frederick Kuhns
Cyril Stelzer
Th(odore Walsh
Paul Webber
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Men who love Cod love one another.
Thus the Middle Age Was not without
its societies,- ils troubadours, and
guilds.
At the University, various groups
have varying interests and hence they
are given expression in a miscellarlY
of activities.
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L.j.

KRANTZ

TEBBE

n

SODALITIES OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN
I t is only to be expected that a society dedicated to the honor of the Blessed
Virgin should attempt to instill a great devotion to the Blessed Mother in all who
come under its tutelage. Hence the Society of Mary has encouraged every possible endeavor that would give greater praise to her and that would plead for her
powerful intercession. Out of this faithful devotion to Mary has grown a number
of sodalities who meet bi-monthly to give her special honor. The office of the
Blessed Virgin is recited and some members give talks appropriate for the occasion.
The many good results of this wholesome practice. quite naturally are beyond our
feeble human comprehension.
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HOL Y NAME SOCIETY. Few religious movements have received so much
publicity and have spread so rapidly as the Holy Name Sodality . Coeval with
its fast national growth it took hold in the colleges. At the close of the annual
retreat preached by Rev. Dillon new members were enrolled in the Society. A
pledge to honor and revere the Holy Name of Jesus was taken by all the members.
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APOSTLESHIP OF PRAYER IN LEAGUE WITH THE SACRED HEART
The regular leaflets of prayers are disseminated among the members once a month
which are said with the intention of the Sacred Heart . Thus each month a host
of prayers storm heaven for a special cause. At the University the First F ridays
of every month are days of devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus. I t is a special
day of Communion and many avail themselves of the added opportunity .
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THE ANNUAL RETREAT. A diocesan missIOnary, Rev. John Dillon.
preached this year's retreat. His deep sincerity and zeal brought many to a better
realization of their duties towards the Master. Father Dillon is a graduate of
the University of Dayton and was especially familiar with the conditions preva-

GREGORIAN SODALITY. This society, the St. Gregory Branch of the
Immaculate Conception Sodality, was instituted here some sixteen years ago and
has been a most virile one ever since. Father Schratz has been the moderator
since its origin. The members meet fortnightly and the ~hief purpose IS to
cultivate vocations to the holy priesthood . Meetings open with the office of the
Blessed Virgin and generally some students give talks on religious topics. This
year the sodality has nineteen members. The officers were as follows: Joseph
Higgins, President; Edmund Klass, Vice-President; Lawrence j. Tebbe, Secretary.

~.

The following are the officers: Rev . Francis j. Kunnecke, S . M., Faculty
Director; Anthony McCarthy, President; Carl J. Crane, Vice-President; Lawrence
j. Tebbe, Secretary; John Garrity, Treasurer.
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CATHOLIC STUDENTS MISSION CRUSADE. The chief function of the
Catholic Students Mission Crusade is to stimulate interest in Catholic schools in
the Missionary work. Great as is the task before our missionaries, the students
need only a good knowledge of conditions outside the fold of Christ, to be turned
to fervent prayer and charity. Some stereopticon lectures on India, Africa, and
the home missions were given and in order that all could do their bit in the monetary turn, a rafHe was held which netted about a thousand dollars. The activity
of the student body which brought the National Convention to this place in 1921
has never waned. Whenever the Mission Crusade is mentioned there is a hearty
response. The local unit will be represented at the National Convention to be
held at Notre Dame College this summer.
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THE EXPONENT CLUB. This club was organized primarily to bring
together those students of the University who have contributed to the school publications . Meetings are held regularly at which papers are read and entertainment
given by the members. The spirit of the club is to encourage the students to
strive for a bigger and better magazine and give them an opportunity to improve
themselves along literary lines. Its membership is now made up of the staffs of
the Exponent and the Exponent News. Rev. John C. Gunzelman, Moderator; Ades
C. Cholley. President; Gerald S. Shenk, Secretary.
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THE SEMINAR CLUB. This organization is made up entirely of Senior
Engineers of the several departments and has for its purpose the aiding of the
engineers in presen ting his scientific information in a popular style . Short speeches
of ten minutes are delivered on topics of everyday importance, and as the several
engineering fields are covered the engineers learn of each other's problems. This
club has proved one of the most successful at the University and already the
present Junior engineers are striving for members hip and are fondly hoping to
carryon the good work.

THE PRE-MEDICS CLUB. When the pre-medical course was inaugurated
at the University it wa3 felt that such a club was needed. However, it was not
until two years ago that complete organization was effected. Now it is an organization that brings much information and help to the students in this department.
and from the trips these student M. D.'s have made and the reports they bring
back with them, it almost seems we sometimes have full fledged doctors already
amongst us. Brother William A. Beck. Moderator.
THE K. C. CLUB. The Knights of Columbus have as one of their aims to
unite the Catholic men on a common plane of devotion to God. to Church. and to
Country . Here at the University we have a gathering of Knights from several
states and the true spirit is shown in this group both at the regular social gatherings and during their daily life on the campus. On any special occasion they are
always to the front as a unit . always ready to help others and individually they
perform many acts which. while unknown to the public. are in accordance with the
principles of the order of Charity. Unity. Fraternity and Patriotism. This club
became active during the war period and whilst their activities are not along the
same lines now they have shown so much enthusiasm in current affairs that it has
become one of the liveliest organizations at the University.

~HE

PLA YE.RS CLUB. The value of dramatic work is fully realized by
the University of Dayton and it makes constant effort to develop the possibilities
of those students who are interested in acting . Each year a Players Club is formed
which practices plays and puts on the stage at least one major drama. The most
promising students for this work are selected by a director. This year the task
was taken care of by the Vice-President. Father Kunnecke. On account of its
intrinsic benefit. histrionic work will be continued and still greater developments
for the future are in store.
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THE EXPONENT MAGAZINE. It i3 quite natural that as a college grows
so also should its literary publication grow. The year 1923 has begun a new era
for the Exponent. A new size copy. containing almost twice the material of the
old magazine . has been begun. It i3 an improvemen t over the other in many ways.
No student who come" here can say he ha3 no inducement to cultivate literary
ability. The Exponent stands ever ready to be the re30unding instrument of
student thought and many have taken advantage of the opportunity it affords.
Printing scientific articles as well as purely literary, the magazine has adapted
itself to the peculiar lines of thought developed in the variou3 departments.
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Lawrence .J. Tebbe, Editor; Gerald S. Shenk. Business Manager; Rev . John C.
Gunzelman, Faculty Director.
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THE EXPONENT NEWS. In order to give voice to the thousand unique
thoughts and expressions that lie hidden in the minds of so many students , we
make use of a separate megaphon e--The Exponent News . All the petty witticisms, the subtle innuendoes. the wise sayings and the profound thoughts that
would otherwise "be born to blush unseen" are put in print lest they "waste their
sweetness on the dese rt air." The Exponent News is a result of tru e college spirit
and to record this capricious phantom it adapts its characte r simultaneously.
Michael j. O'Shea , Editor; James D. Reinhardt , Business Manage r.
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THE U . OF D . ORCHESTRA . One of the organizations of which we are
more than proud is our U. of D. orchestra. Both in number and in quality it is of
exceptional high standard considering the size of our school. But an orchestra
is generally what a leader makes it and to the patient and arduous toil of Brother
Louis Vogt we owe the high quality of our orchestra.
The many demands made for them proves that the orchestra has earned a fine
reputation. All our dramatic events, elocution contests and lecture courses have
been made more enjoyable by its aid. The orchestra also gives concerts at local
hospitals, parish socials and civic affairs. I ts versatility in being divided up into
smaller orchestras and in playing either classical or popular music has gained the
favor of all who have been fortunate enough to hear them. Yes. again say. we
are mighty proud of our orchestra!
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THE ORATORICAL CONTEST. An annual affair of much interest at the
University is the Oratorical Contest. Prizes for this contest are derived from a
fund set aside by Dr. D. C. Reilly. This year's contest was the Eleventh Annual
affair and created much interest among the students and friends of the University
as among the speakers. of whom two had won prizes in previous years. Any
student of the University is eligible to partake in this affair until he wins a first
prize when he no longer can take active part.
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The prize winners this year were: L. j. Tebbe: "The Road to Civilization,"
first; Michael Eikenbary : "A Fitting Patterson and Wright Memorial." second;
Leo Collins: "Divorced America," third. Others taking part in the contest were:
Joseph Wentker; Richard Carater an d C .S. Shenk.

Ei

The role of Judges was filled by Dr. C. A. Hochwalt '83; T. j. McCormick , Jr.,
'88; Harry F. Finke, '02.
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THE ANNUAL. Each y ear as the Annual approaches a reality there is
much earnest effort exerted to make it a better and greater annual than the preceding ones . This year ha 3 proved no exception and the editor:; have been untiring in their effort3 to make this a real truly representative annual of College life
at the University of Dayton . Much work is connected with such an undertaking.
Articles must be written and gathered. pictures taken and arranged and much
other material a sembled. This all requires hard work; but the editors have given
unselfishly of their time and energy. and they must be complimented on the splendid
work they have accomplished in producing this the greatest annual of the University .
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Martin Kuntz. '12
President. . . .
Vice-President. . .. Rev. Eugene C. Gerlach .. 12
Executive Secretary. .
Joseph B. Murphy . '01
Financial Secretary . .. . ... Harry C. Cappel, '98
Cor. Secretary .. R~v. John C. Gunzleman. S. M .
Treasurer . . .
. ... Hugh Wall . '98
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OUT-OF-TOWN ALUMNI

Michael J. Gibbons, Jr. , '98
William Keyes, '99

Roman Gerber, Sr., '86
Edward C. Shoen. '03

William C.,ml, '04

Rev , Chade, E"el. '05
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Term Expires Augusl, 1924
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Term Expires Augusi, 1923

Frank j. Heile, '75
Virgil Terrel, '00
T . Francis Hart, '04

Hugh Wall, '84
Harry Cappel, '98
Martin Kuntz. '12
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It is human to admire physical
prowess. The Middle Ages consert'ed
physical strm{ith by the performance
of acts of chivalry, protection of the
wea/( and saving the oppressed.
Our own age has ushered in the
factory and less wholesome conditions.
Counterbalancing them, We take more
interest in athletics for health's sake
than before.
Our Alma Mater not
only encourages athletics but strives
to perfect the idea/~"A sound mind
in a sound body."
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Manager "Dode" Wagner

Asst. Coach Beaujan
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LARSON W. WAGNER

\Vith the coming of the chilly winds of winter ended perhaps the most successful season of football ever enjoyed by the U. of D. Consider us not unmindful of
the moleskin clad warriors of past days for we wish to render them due credit for
their efforts: the changed conditions of the sport and our own U. of D . make comparisons almost imposs ible.
Under the careful tutelage of Coach Van Hill and his able assistant Harry
Beaujan. a team was placed on the field that was outfought by none. The fight
of the coaches and the spirit of the school fired the team in every battle and they
hung up a record of which all are proud .
Joseph "Dode" Wagner managed the team and he surely lived up to his reputation as being a man with a true business head.
In order that those who did not follow up our football career may learn of our
success but mostly for the purpose of renewing memories of wonderful tilts. we
make a short review of the past season.
Sept. 30-The initial tilt; Van and Harry
sent their rookies under fre for the first time.
The game was with Cedarville and ended 59- 0.
The pleasure was all ours. This battle proved
to the student body that they had a real team to
yell for.

Cheer-Leader John Garrity

Oct. 7 - Earlham came to Dayton. A battle
royal was anticipated. But the strength of
Earlham had been overestimated. In the first
qthuatrt.etr Earlhla ffiD sctored °Tnh a bfumble tbdut aftter
a I was a l ay on.
e oys go
own 0
work and soon ran up 32 points.
Oct. 14- The first defeat and a hard pill to
swallow. But the licking wa3 taken by both
team and student body in true sportsman spirit.
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ATHLETICS

Football Squad

It happened at Cincinnati and St. Xavier's, U. of O.'s ancient rival. gathered
the laurels to the tune of 46 13. Looks big, doesn't if~ Ask any St. X . man
how easy it was to run up.
Five hundred rooters went to Cincy. Five hundred rooters yelled for their
team, stuck to their team to the end, and sent them off the field after the final
whistle with a cheer that stayed with the team throughout the season.
Oc t. 21'- They wen t to Terre Hau te and took Rose Poly down the line to the
tune of 32- 0. Rose Poly held the conquerors of Illinois, Butler, to a 19- 0 score.
From this we can see that the Terre Hautians had no mean aggregation of footbailers.
Oct. 28-Saw the team in Buffalo on their premier invasion of the East, playing
the Canisius eleven. The score indicated that we were outplayed but, in fact, the
contrary is true. Intercepted passes paved the way to victory. The Red and
Blue made sixteen first-downs to Canisius five, but we lost the game fair and
square 40-6.
Nov. 4- Perhaps the finest and most interesting meet of the season was played
at Cleveland with St. Ignatius. In order to make up for defeats by St. X. and
Canisius, our team simply had to take the Blue and Gold down the
line. We'll tell the world they did .
'Twas a wonderful game throughout ; first Ignatius would
score and then Dayton would- and oh . what a wonderful finish!a 20-13 score in our fa vor.
Nov. II-We entertained Baldwin-Wallace on our Homecoming day. It was a great day; grand weather , a grander crowd.
and the grandest team made it a memorable day. When it was
all over our boys were on top 36-14. The " old boys" were sure
given their money's worth and we will see them next fall-still
smiling.
Nov. 18- The heavy Wilmington team on a muddy field, beat
the lighter U. of D. boys by the 81ight margin of 3-0. They could
not pierce our line but a place kick did the work.
Nov. 25-Defiance came to Dayton for the final game of the
year. The Purple and Gold were forced to accept the short end
of a 41-0 score. Defiance put up a hard fight but were unable
to stop the well-oiled Dayton machine.
So that is the record hung up by our gridiron gang last year.
The majority of the team were lads just out of prep school. The
student body is more than satisfied. Howa bout you, Mr. Alumnus? We'll see you at the show next fall.

.
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Cheer-Leader

,"

"Archie" Leary
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LETTER MEN OF '22
CAPTAIN "JOHNNY" MAHRT-End.
His generalship and leadership was the best
that any Red and Blue captain has shown in
years. Always a brainy player, "Johnny"
saved many a game by his deadly tackles and
spectacular
catches
of forward
passes.
Al though this was his last year wi th the
U. of D. his feats will long be remembered.
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CYRIL "Cy" SCHARF- Fullback.
A three-letter man and captain-elect for
next year. He plays a steady and hard
game at either full or half and was about the
fastest man on the team, besides having a
peculiar 3tyle of running which makes him
elusive.

CHARLES "CHUCK" BOST-Tackle.
\Ve have nothing but admiration and
praise to hand to this big smiling boy. His
fecord of playing every minute of the entire
season speaks for itself, being a record which
he may well be proud to "Bost" of.

LEO "SKIN" VIRANT-Guard.
He is as scrappy a man as ever donned a
U. of D. uniform. This bulldog spirit no team
was ever able to knock out of "Skin" and his
play was ever the same,- not spectacular but
steady and that is what counts.

VINCENT "VINNIE" MOIR-Fullback.
Moir is a great all-round player, running,
passing, punting,-he is a past-master at them
all. Not only on the offense but also on the
defense "Vinnie" was always dependable. He
surely caused his share of trouble for all our
opponents.
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RICHARD "DICK" SAYRE-Guard.
"Dick" proved to be the handy man on the
line. His uncanny way of breaking up plays
on the line and his ability to break through and
rush the kickers and passers made him an
important cog in our machine.
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FERD "PoP" MILLER- Guard.
Last year was "Pop's" last in U . of D.
athletics. His strength and size made him an
excellent guard and we will miss him next fall.
Although handicapped by a weak ankle, Ferd
was there with the goods at all times.
WALTER "SNEEZE" ACHIEu- Halfback .
" Sneeze" was a marked man wherever the
team played. He is a sparkling runner and a
good passer. His specialty was running back
punts, dazzling the opponents with his speed
and snakelike movements. "Sneeze" is one
of the few Chinese who have taken up football.

b
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WILLIAM "BILL" BLAKE- Halfback.
Here is an all-round athlete .
His true
sportsmanship has made him many admirers,
for "Bill" fights a man in the game but he
always remains his best friend. His natural
ability and his never-say-die spirit carry him
far in the great college sport.
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HERBERT "JOCKEY" HANNEGAN- - Center.
A more persis tent lad never stepped on the
U. of D. gridiron . A steady trainer , a hard
worker, and never complaining, "Jockey" is a
model for real football spirit.
He has spent
his last year with us and he leaves an enviable
record behind.
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LARSON "SWEDE" WAGNER- Center.
"Swede" showed us how the center position ought to be played; for, al thou gh ou tweighed in every game, this tall, blond boy
more than upheld his end. In many games he
completely outplayed fa< he.vi" opponen ts.
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HERBERT "SKEETER" EISELE- End.
This diminutive end played a stellar end
throughout the season. His tackling, clipping,
and catching of passes was unparalleled.
"Skeeter" has an abundance of grit and he
has dispelled the old adage that "a good little
man can't down a good big man."

AI:
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LouIs "Lou" MAHRT- Quarterback.
Although the baby of the Mahrt football
family, this youngster handled the team like
a veteran .
He plays a strenous game from
start to finish and the more exciting the situation becomes the cooler "Lou" gets. He fits
in well as the team's "main cog ."

~
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BERNARD "Doc" TAYLOR- Guard .
With half the schedule played last fall,
"Doc" was ordered to the bench because of a
weak heart, but in the games he did play he
sure mussed up his opponents in a grand and
glorious manner . We will miss him much
next fall.
CHARLES "CHUCK" RODwAy- Tackle.
Our curly-haired Valentino is of the quiet
type, a sure tackler and a hard hitter 'who
never failed in the pinches. On the offense
"hChbarlike" wHas a bear at opening u P hodlefs for
t e ac s.
e was a mountain on the e ense
and we will hear much more of him in the
years to come.
DALE "BLACKIE" BLACK- Halfback.
Dale started the season as a halfback but
when the occasion demanded , he would fill the
posi tion of the field general as well. Dale' s
feats in the Canisius and Ignatius games will
long be remembered . To him goes the credit
of showing Cleveland fans how football should
be played .
GERALD "TOUGHY" FULWEILER- Halfback.
"Toughy" started the season as an end bu t
it was soon discovered that he was better
adapted for backfield work. I t was he who
ran eighty yards for our only touchdown
against the Canisius eleven. He has an
abundance of real football fight.
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Coach Van Hill

ATHL E TICS

---~ I

Captain Am ersbach

M anager Krantz

BASKETBALL
The 1922-23 Basketball season of the University of Dayton was a success a3 to
the num ber of games won, points scored, and teams played . This season the team
won half the games played, losing only one on the home court and played several
games where deciding scores were only one point difference.
Whilst on the road the team could not register a victory, but w e re never outclassed as is evident by such close scores as at Wilmington 15 17; Kenyon 30 31
and Western Reserve University 16- 17. On the home court they regis tered
victories both by large and small margins, defeating in a hot contes t the Ohio
Conference Champs, Wooster College, and bringing to a close a most eventful
season by defeating the Alumni 19 -18. This was the first victory credited to
Varsity over the Alumni in the last ten years.
Though this season did not start out very auspiciously as the season drew to a
close a fine combination was put on the Roor by Van Hill and he must be given
great credit for developing a combination from men who have never before played
together. If this five remains to perform next season victories will be won both
on the home court and on the visitors' courts.
U. of D.
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26
15
26
25
22
30
27

24

Opponents
Kent State Normal
Wilmington College
Capital University
Bluffton College
Ashland College
Kenyon College
Defiance College
Capital University

U. of D.

18
8
22
18
16
28
32
19

II'

17
30
23
38
31
12
12

~
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Opponents
Wilmington College
Antioch College
Baidwin-Wallace
Baldwin-Wallace
Western Reserve Univ .
Wooster College
Ashland College
Alumni

28
31
16
21
17
24
15
18

II

THE DAYTONIAN-1923

Varsity Basketball Squad

LETTER MEN

'22~'23

M. Eikenbary

I

"JOEY" AMERSBACH- To Captain "Joey"' goes the honor of leading the Red and Blue during the '22.
'23 campaign. His agile personage was ever seen in the thick of the scrimmage. His courage and personality
brought fear to opponents and drew fa vor from team-mates and fans (even of the weaker sex).
"BILL Y" BLAKE-The Hibernian end of the team was well represented in Blake. He was "master of all
he surveyed and his rights there were none to dispute." Whether it was shooting. guarding. or jumping
center. "Billy" was always there with the goods. His versatility. his Rash. and his fine sportsmanship have
marked his as pleasant a player as the U. of D. has ever produced.
"SKEETER" EISELE-What makes "Skeeter" a wonderful athlete is the fact that no one can ever
beat him - at least no one could ever convince him that he was beat. What this youngster lacks in altitude
he makes up in speed . He believes in playing the strenuous game and ever keeps his opponents on the defense.
Many fam who have watched him have branded him with the metaphor . " a lively rubber ball. "
"SWEDE" WAGNER - Swede was well on his way to the hall of Athletic Imrrortal s when the hand of
Dame Tough Luck barred his way. An infected limb placed him in the hospital immediately after the EaldwinWallace game. " Swede" was a great po:nt-getter and he was getting better every game. It was a treat to
watch this lithe former West Tech star perform.
"LOUIE" MAHRT - "Louie" is a home-grown varsity man and his tutoring with the preps bore ampl e
fruit this year. Rare indeed were the forwards who by trickery or by brawn were able to ~et by thi s sentinel
of our net. The famous name of "Mahrt " has been kept ablaze durinl( this gruell ing season.
" COKE" DOYLE- This swarthy Conan Doyle must be blessed with much of his namesakes ingenuity in
solving the insoluble. He always knew just wh ere to be to break up the enemy's attack. Having played
beside Mahrt on th e Prep team . he Ir.ad e a splendid running mate for "Loui e" and the combination proved
a juggernaut to the opposit ion.
"TUFFY" F ULWEILER- It wa s a sad evening when "Tuffy" got started (that is. sad for the enemy).
He and the net would at times become very familiar and the adding machine used in tabulating his points
needed frequent oillJlg. There wa s more than one cont est in which the opposing qUlJltet would sigh "too
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Coach Bro. Schweichert

Manager Drobkiewicz

Captain Emerich

BASEBALL
MICHAEL j. O'SHEA
The opening of the baseball campaign brought with it the high hopes of a clean slate. Earlham was
defeated by a score of 15-0 but Wilmington and Miami conquered Varsity 4-3 and 6-3. The boys then came
back with determination and defeated Capitol 20-6. Throughout the rest of the season they played a brand
of ball that would make the famous team of '03 bow their heads in admiration.
Fighting Brother "Nick" piloted the team this season. The battery men were somewhat uncertain but
they gave frequent evidences of real ability. The infield, possessed of much ability and all Freshmen but one,
played an experienced brand of baseball. The boys in the outer garden supported the team in wonderful
fashion all season.
Taking the season as a whole. it was one grand success. They met the best teams in the state and although
not emerging with a clean slate. they acquitted themselves in a manner befitting the best of college teams.
THE SCHEDULE
April 21. Earlham at Richmond.
May 12. U. of Cincinnati at Dayton.
April 27. Wilmington at Wilmington.
May 18. Earlham at Dayton.
April 29. Miami at Dayton.
May 26. Capital at Columbus,
May 3.
Capital U. at Dayton.
May 30. Wilmington at Dayton.
May 5.
Antioch at Yellow Springs.
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Varsity Squad

V ARSITY TENNIS
By

FRANK KRONAUGE

The University of Dayton will be represented on the tennis court this year by
Frank Kronauge. John Dorgan. John Dougherty, and George Pflaum . The above
players all have had considerable net experience and much is expected of them
this year . A schedule which will keep the players on the jump has been arranged
by Manager Kronauge. Last year the Varsity team was successful in defeating
Antioch, Wilmington and Muskingum but they lost to Earlham. This year, the
Red and Blue still having two veterans, they should come through with flying
colors.

THE SCHEDULE
May

5- Antioch at Dayton

May II - Earlham at Richmond
May 12- Cincinnati U. at Cincinnati
May 16-Antioch at Yellow Springs
May 17- Earlham at Dayton
May 25- Muskingum at New Concord
May 3D-Cincinnati U. at Dayton.
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Come and let your
Come to sing your praises and cheer.
While our Team's beating
And we're repeatin g:
"We're for you, U.

D. A

I.·~

CH

Your team feel blueFor every Victory brings its fame, yo ... see ,
To you, dear old U, of D.

o~~~~US:

Oh!

We're bound to win this game, you bet!
We never ha\'e been beaten yet.
You have a great big name,
B'ut to us you're the same
As all the other teams that we play,
And when we doOh. when we do-

Oh!

Oh!

...

U~~F;AI N:

I~

Were for you now can't you see?
Oh! Oh! Oh! U. of D.
Our cry is victory,
V- I- C-T -O- R - Y.
Vict'ry is our cry.
CHORUS:
We' re bound to win, etc.
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Prep Football Squad

PREP FOOTBALL SEASON
By HARVEY BREEN

Due to injuries near the close of the season the Preps did not take part in their
usual number of games, but those in which they did act they upheld the standard
and the banner of U. of D. The squad comprised- -Captain Miller. Cholley.
Shaw. Donisi. Marzluft, Quinn. Haft. Gallegher. Bolger . Babb. Kuzelt. Schraer.
Schmidt. Imms, Michaels, Busch. Stein. Commodi . Mahan. Bech. Baker and
Manager Peak. The High School lads were developed under the tutelage of
Bro. "Nick." Although the preps were badly handicapped by injuries. which
eventually curtailed their season, the squad, at all times. kept the colors flying,
even in defeat.
The team of '23 must be complimented on overcoming obstacles and coming
through with flying colors.
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Prep Basketball Squad
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PREP BASKETBALL
HARVEY BREEN

In the past season the Preps had a record of four victories and six defeats.
The high school lads mus t have incurred the enmity of "lady luck" for they dropped
four games by the scant margin of three points . Two of these were overtime
affairs, in which the Red and Blue were nosed out by some lucky shots. These
heartbreakers and a defeat by Cathedral Latin from Cleveland were what kept
the Prep's record lean, however they came back strong in the last part of the
season and beat the snappy Alumni squad pretty badly.

~

The members of this " jinxed" aggregation were Captain "Mat" Marzluft,
Zimmer. Bach, Gill. Stubbers, Wagner, Tancred and Citzinger. "Bill" Quinn
filled the manager's job capably .

'"'

Much credit should be given to Athletic Director Van Hill, who despite the
youthful material, built up a formidable squad.
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Sophomore Preparatory Basket Squad
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Cadets Basket Squad
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Jesters added to the natural joviality
of u contented people. They gave the
Middle Ages piquant delight in the
humorous.
So also has the life at the University
of Dayton its humorous turns. When
so cosmopolitan a group are assembled.
the exchange of thought must at times
inevitably provoke good humor.
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stands for Amersbach.
stands for Byrne.
stands for Cholley, who comes here to learn.
stands for Dorschel. both young and fair.
stands for Emerick who hasn't a care.
stands for Filbert, whose mind is a blank.
stands for Gerlach who is gentle and frank.
stands for Horwedcl. now he's a dumb.bell.
stands for Ike. whom you all know so well.
stands for Janning, the saxaphone kid.
stands for Leach. who admits he's the guy .
stands for Mayer, now this is no lie.
stands for Norris, a pre-medic by trade.
stands for O'Shea, whose name has been made.
stands for Paulus whose hats are all eights.
stands for Quay whose feet are not mates.
stands for Rabe. who is stocky and tall.
stands for Schulte, he's not so small.
stands for Tebbe who has books on his shelf.
stands for U, now this means yourself.
stands for Virant, an athlete bold.
stands for Wagner whose tale is untold.
stands for Xavier, now he's from the East.
stands for Young, he's a joke, he's a feast.
stands for little, who is last but not least.
And so it goes on 'til we all arc deceased.

.;.I

22.

Allowance : See quicksilver.
Blowout: A small body of liquor surrounded by men. Syn: Headache.
Class: Indirect cause of interrupted sleep.
Clock: Direct cause of same.
Date : (I) Another evening gone; (2) Something to be added to the term bill for dad.
Diction'a ry: Reference good for $20 from papa.
Diploma: The paternal receipt.
Flunk : To displease a prof.
Games: (I) Those you lose at; (2) Those the team wins.
Grind : A bird who thinks college is a preparation for life's battles.
Love: See cynic.
Your girl : Somebody to tell those things nobody believes.
Pass : To "gd by."
Prof: (I) Those you get a jerk with ; (2) Those you don't.
Jerk ; A ticket good for one complete diploma.
Prohibition: The cause of the H. C. L. (high cost of liquor). See fortunate.
Semester: The period between vacation.
Stude : One who does his best with theses. Volstead included.
Theme : Something someone else has pulled. A bone that's good enough for you.
Theses : The reason you didn't take the course.
Vacation: An excuse for seeing New York.
Work: A good word for home correspondence.
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S~:~n;~~~~i: THAT GATHERED

MOSS

By LARRY
I was seated on a bench beneath the shades of Nazareth Hall
A thinkin' rather seriously and tryin' to recall
An incident or two in which a noble senior grad
Had defied his moral training and behaved exceeding bad.
Not a one had ever proven that he'd cheat to get high notes,
Not a one could I discover who had dealt in uncouth oats:
And just as I was sayin' that our Irish Walter Krantz
Had never even given Nick a half-a-devi!,s chance.
Down came a laughing spectre and he boldly spoke to me
"Now don't get excited, Larry, you're the guy I want t' see: '
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I couldn't say a bloomin' word, so fast the spirit spoke
I t took two men to hear him and I hoped that he would choke.
"I am a spirit prefect and I keep a list you see
Of all the things that's stolen by the class of '23.
For you their simple faces shine with bright angelic merit,
To me who sees it all they look like Judas Is-a-carrot.
I've chuckled in the clubroom and I've loitered in the flats
And that I know my onions you can bet your tattooed hats:
So hold your horses Larry (or just tie them in their stall)
You either should know nothing or you ought to know it all.
"Full many a happy hour I spent in Stephen Emerick's hole
I loved to watch his golden fish a glidin' round their bowl.
Now Stephen thought his pets could live on H 2 0 and air,He didn't feed his fish and now they are no longer there.
Upon a shelf a shaker stands-an N-A-C-L label
And Steve will swear he bought it but he hocked it from the table.
Tim Healy's also in the room and he's a king of queens.From the dampness in the water-and the money in his jeans
To the pole to hang his hat on,-we must say it's a disgrace:
And you'd never think he'd do it from the look that's on his face."
"Pop Miller is a rounder with a confiscating mind
He dra ws his inspiration from a stolen bourbon sign.
And Mike O'Shea's another guy who functions in the gloom:
Some ash-trays, powder, soap and towels are homesick in his room.
Now Filbert, though a gentle boy, is somewhat bent to crime,He sees a face upon his watch but never sees the time.
Both Ades Cholley and Hosfelt are fine fellows you'd presume
But a piquant foreign odor is imprisoned in their room.
You can go from Duke and Ginther to Schumacher's cozy lair
And you'll find a host of stolen things that have no business there."
The ghostly spirit stopped awhile his fleeting breath to gain
When suddencly across his face there came a look of pain.
O'er the window still Rabe stuck his head the landscape to inspec'
When suddenly a glass of water landed on his neck.
"There you can see! It's clear as mud!" The spirit prefect cries.
"The lads you thought were angel-boys are devils in disguise."
And then I whispered in his ear (I noticed he had warts),
"Dode Wagner has a suitcase full of stolen ladies' hearts."
The phantom swooned, - his oversight was too much for his head:'Fore I could call Doc Amersbach my phantom guest was dead.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR OCCUPANTS OF PRIVATE ROOMS
I. Private rooms are solely for the use of visitors. Hence congregations. committee meetings, socials,
parties. dances, euchres and loafers arc positively allowed at all times.
2. Smoking permitted at any time in private rooms - chewing and gambling also.
3. Non-resident students are asked to visit at any time in the private rooms.
4. Students are urgently requested to enter other rooms and throw about with the books.
5. Students should usc the windows when entering or lea "ing the rooms.
6. Permission is not needed to lea ve the room at any time, you may stay but please get out before morning prayer.
7. Bathing is permitted the first Saturday of every month. Seniors alone have this privilege.
8. Students are requested not to build a bon-fire in the middle of the room. The corners are for this
purpose.
9. Private rooms are at disposal of occupants and their friends only for rest, recreation, argumentations.
musicals, private cussing, and throwing water on the fellows in the room' beneath.
10. Breaking furniture is always allowed, that is, if you enjoy doing so.
II. Students are requested and urged to visit for the sake of visiting only: consultation must not be in a
subdued tone-let your neighbor also hear the news, for he also pays rent.
12. For lower class men bathing is permitted not before and not later than the 32nd of every Saturday in
the first month of the fiscal year.
13. Driving nails, thumb tacks, and railroad spikes with sledge hammers into walls furniture, doors, and
floors is encouraged for those students who do not find time to exercise otherwise.
14. Those who wish to have a little fun and excitement at the expense of the college treasury, may when-
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Deddens - - Moir
Bradley
Weber
Garrity
Rabe
Schumaker
Van Arnhem
Horwedel
Canavan
Shekelhoff
Sayre
Sharf
Melia
Tebbe
O'Boylan
Crane
Hopping
Bliley
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Golden curls
Masterful
ShelklSh
Rudy type
Hopeless

Give me a rest
I found a peach
I am SImply wild

Double chin
Working
EDait Sfi'Odmbre
19n1 e
Baby doll
Flippy
Naughty
Tiny
Athletic
Toothpick
Logical
With a voice
Changing
Cloudy
Orator

Rohr
Pfarrer

Eddie
Pete

Jerry
Jimmie
Valentino

"
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Bromo
Tim
SPop
teve
Dode
Duke
Charlie
F at
Archie
Willie
Mike
Jack
Tailbone
Eight Ball
Ike

RKeoi,~,hal~rk~t

~

eat
Order! Order!
Ain 't goodlooking
SI hw~nna go home
e s a queen
Which one?
Comprehend this?
Cemored! ! ! ! ! ! !!
Fifteen-2-4-6
Held lip by freight
I wanna be an author
Hey Willie
When Willie and I
Pass the peas
Is yo' all going
That's what the farmer
said
I am wild
Let 's see

A. C holley
Healy
!\E1iller k
menc
Wagner
Paulus
Gass
Schulte
Leary
Quay
O'Shea
Byrne
Roth
Bost
Eikenberry

Shenk

HANG-OUT

~
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Handsome
Very lovish
Mighty
Very nice
Dramatic
St raight
C2H50H
Side burns
Intellectual
Vampiest
T uffest
Always ready
Talking
Working
Reliable
Airish
Metaphysical
Lively

fa:g~nold

CHIEF EXPRESS ION

~

She's mine
- - Room 340
Give me a chance
With Bradley
I'm there
On the ball field
Just me
C lub Room
I must be going
Riley 's
Just a couple weeks
Cincinnati
I want to be in St. L.
Cholley's Room
Just one more
Jim 's Place
I give him credit
Where Chuck aint
Kay , Kay, Kay
8th Block N . Main St.
I want to go with Pat
Roth's Room
Give me Xenia
Brown St.
I haven' t have I?
No place in particular
Now listen fellows
Dayton always
Those philosophers
Exponent Room
I have started again
Just Club Room
Me for Texas
Drawing Room
I must leave
News Office
I am a singer
Brown St.

Vinnie
Johnnie
Tiny
Johnny
Baldy
Johnny
Sheik
D ickey
Patter
hekkie
Dick
Cy
Abe
Larry
Matt
Langy
Hop
Tom
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15. Each student should buy an electric iron so that when he is tired of reading Snappy Stories, he may
practice on his room-mate's best Sunday trousers. Tailoring is now being taught.
16. Each student should be provided with a toaster, for he may at times be a little hungry, and the
kitchen is not far away. There he may take unto himself a loaf of bread. one pound of butter, and a pot full
of black coffee.
17. Students may destroy property and college furniture at the risk of their own life.
18. Studying in private rooms is positively prohibited. Any student being accidently caught studying
will be directly expelled without any fuss or accusations .
19. Students should decorate their rooms in real college style- the style used in the movies.
20 . For any misdemeanor occuring in private rooms the student will not be held responsible unless he
proves that another person did it.
21. Students do not have to rise in the morning if they do not wish to . At their request the morning
bells will immediately be stopped from making such horrible and disturbing noise.
22. When rooms are not occupied by the students they should be left open for someone who may want to
borrow a suit. some socks. some shaving soap, or tooth brushes.
23. Breakfast will be served from eight to ten A. M.
24. Do not spit in the cuspidors.
25. Permits are given to all students 50 that they will not forget the names of their repsective prefects,
and Vice-President.
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Exponent Room
Gas House Gang
RW' Rd·INo · 5
00 an d A ve,
Roome 340
Duke's Place
Dining Room
Whiskey Island
C rystal Palee
Wagon Wheels
Bed
East End
African Golf Coursc
Wilberforce
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G reystone
C hangeable
Cosmopolitan
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WIth the ladles
Malll St.
North Dayton
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ODE TO A PERMIT
(With apologies to Burns)
Wee. little, crimpled bit o' permit
(Naither name can justly term it)
Thou sav'd me fra the life 0' hermit
An' bachelorhood.
-The names that 's writ below confirm it
An' make it guid .
Thou oft did cause a girlie's plight
Wha sat and waited Sunday night
While I was tryin' wi ' all my might
To get thce signed:
But naught could make my prefect write
His name behind.
Thou little permit, sleek and thin.
The cause of many pangs hath been.
What guid is bloomin' beauty when
I t can't be seen?
An' keepin' love-sick students in
Sure seemeth mean.
Although the world much hardship brings
Which falls to U. of D. boys and kings.
There's none like a permit lost that swings
A student 's fate;
And Brown Street cars are the fickle things
That make us late.
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But. precious little paper thin.
I ne'er reflect wha' guid hath been
To keep me fra the ways o' sin
Or baneful ease;
Thou hath done well to keep me in
Off stormy seas.

.0

Wha' man wad I hac been todayWha' type 0' man I dread to sayIf I ha' followed my boyish way
I n frUItless caper.
Now WIsdom's thanks 'fore thee I lay
Thou bit 0' paper.
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SENIORS' WILL AND LAST TESTAMENT
"Steve" Emerick leaves behind the tough luck of getting caught every time he leaves the premises, breaks
the rules, or does something not on the statutes. He also leaves behind a knowledge of psychology.
"Duke" Paulus leaves his "bit" of argumentation and his nerve of always coming back 2. 3 or 4 days after
all short vacations.
Al Rabe leaves his bad judgment in always missing his train from Cincy on Sunday nights.
Tim Healy leaves all his beautiful. sweet , loving, Dayton Rappers to Ed Van Arnham.
Philbert leaves his logic. popularity. hydraulics and how to get "buttermilk" every Sunday night and
make his roommates believe he had something strong.
John Schumaker leaves his injured football knee. his temper, and his batting average of former years.
Celsus leaves his sheikish appearance. his good looks, fascinating ways , and everlasting and eternal jerk
with the authorities.
Pop Miller leaves any and everything he ever had or possessed "sed now epistolae 'Maysac' " R . R . No. 5.
Joe Wagner leaves all of his teachers . Prefects, and luck of always being seen with a pretty girl at the college
dances.
Frank Kronauge leaves all of his class-rooms and his far-distant football records.
Pete Pfarrar, without much regret. leaves all of his knowledge of Chemistry and how to knock a home run
when there's no class on base.
Jim Hannegan - Room-mate.
Walter Krantz leaves a room of empty bottles. jugs , sweet nothings and a water faucet.
Elmer Steger. the pride of the '23 Seniors leav es all the Rappers, good times and wild parties combined
with something he failed to learn during all his four years at th e U. in the classrooms.
AI Poliquin don't leave much but he regrets ever having been "Neuter's Lab partner."
Michael O'Shea hasn't been with us very long , but still he leaves many friends including Madigan, Willie
Quay, Bradley. Moir. Bast. Swed e Wagner. Skeeter Eisel e and the Rats and all its contents.
Ed Klass, Steve Emerick's Latin class-mate and partn er leaves his knowledge including Steve's to the one
that needs it most.
Tony McCarthy leaves his peace of mind. piano playing Saxophone notes and knowledge of Spanish.
The rest of the gang did not as yet write their last wills and testaments.

HEARD ABOUT HERE

I got a date with Wagonwheel s.
I only got one sock back today.
I walked ba ck from North Dayton in twenty
minutes.
Got an exam tomorrow ?
Yes. have you?
Ya. study anthing?
Naw, did you'

"Get out."
"Shimmy on your own side."
Ha ve you ever got any class. Weber?
Let's have some of your tobacco.
You're two minutes late.
Have you got a magazine?
I got to writ e an essay.
Whose got a match)
Any more spuds. Pos ey?
Hey. Willie! Let me use your milk-card.
You'll have to sec the Vice-President.
When do we eat?

Dropkewitz- "I wonder how many women's
hearts will be brok en when I marry? "
Pop Miller- " That depends on how many you
marry."
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CALENDAR
Pleasc usc U. o f D. Illuminator for rendin g.

~

~

E:'"'

....~

§
~

tJ

~

~

eEO'o2.8

....

Ii

Se pt. II. FoothnllC'r::i ga t.her he re for t.railling ('amp.
12, Mr. lkc nbc rr,v ~l\ificil his iHtcntio n of clmlning: th o mo le s kins
and a ~ u('(:e."!:o( rul ~('awn is a ~R ur{'d .
I:!. Beau,i an g ives his fir:!t lncture to his charges.
14. ..\ ~o()(ll ooldnJ!" buneh.
15. Li~ht ~ rimma ~c.
IIi. BYJ'lH.' alld Quay :1l'rin! (rom the ~o ut, h tl'ninillJ;!; tl'jp hut fail to
jo in tilt' t('anl. Bad feet..
17. Va nsity a~pil':.lllt :; re:;t.
18. Joe y .\me r:-; hach ge t~ d;.mw,I!;N l in ~erirnlnn g{' .
19. Frc:-;hm(,11 arrh'{'- flom esick . igllorant l ookin ~ hun ch . Y et w(! \\' el(' Olnt' till'IlL.
~J:HIi.!!:all looks d\~lJnme:; t.
20. Old 1'il1).~ rx ~tar t together . toniblc lin c:-; floa lill,l!; around ahou t t he
:-111 111 m o l' v ;\catioll.
21. ] [orwr-dl'! ('ails up.- Bosl ba ~ his t ime beat.
:11, f) ~ dlll~ ll:-; atlCi QlI:I,Y ehang;(' to t Iw intelle ct.ual e CJ t1r~e.
2:l . I( nrn ~ l'w.. (jr ~ t tast e o f hazing; nl1(l want ~ to g::o home to fat hnr .
2~. )[phlillg is a iraid oi g:t' ttin ~ ~ i( ~k: E i$iulu k cep~ llim o u t o f t r o ubl e.',
2.;. Jo' rcd ~lil1 (' r L!: o("~ ~ - Oh W('II,
2n. En! fVilofi" happy .
'27 . I\: . o f C. Xi !.!;ht C' UI' I'ill and 'al\'cr;:;lh J ~ nm i flg C la~~c::. :;tart.
~8. XPlltCI' () un:ha :-:c'R (1111 pac k o f C anll'l s and his room matL-s tak e
tl w lI1 :lW~t\·.
:W. Fre~ hi e~ g~~ tt ing. lI e xt to the tll~('lw':-;.
:lli. \"ar :·.:jt.\·'~ fir :-; t ~a lll (" Ccad <.: n·ille t l'f.)u n<:t~d ;) 9-0. 11 :50 P . )1.
\'1)\1 kll uw w hat.
l>ct.
I. ~ladil!:all :-s t :.lI't :s t wn-timin~ .
2. I ,a\\' ~ f'h ool ope n::;..
~\. I':n w ri \'k ( "' ('idc~ to he a pro.'il 'r.lltillg artonle," .
,I. lkl'll bc rn' CIlI'O I! S illl .a w sc h oo l. A gl'(' at. l',,(' n t .
i) . Va n A rn ham took hhi a nnual h ath .
G. :-;dll(It(~ h,lI;-; till) fil'~t ulle :tud h ("~ b('('1\ h,Iliu!.!; thelrl CVl'r ~ill ec .
7. Thin g:; lonk ~ I't · at. Ea rl ham h<" ah' u :t! -7. 11 :?lO P . :\1 .
8. Ilal H[ I('atl ~ Ii o ly ~ a m c P a r a dl ' at C illC"inlwli . I're p s 2:3, Ilarniito n
f

Hi ~, h

II.

~

!I . lI o ppirL~ ~f.ill praet it.~in ", 011 t .vlwwriter.
10. Gihhnll1'i kOf..' PH:i ilolH'c ha ll an ho ur.
II. 'II' . ~1 ()ir ':'I ad \' l'lIt.. ~ ic<,' loo kin ~ hu,\' . Eli ? Wha t '!
1:1, Pn! - .\I e di c~ "i:-sit ~ t. Elizahd h , .\fall\' Fro:sJI wl'a lil r l' th e slol' lll

~

I:l.

t-,

~

"~I.

Fir ~t

frn:.; 1 of sca"'oll .
l'n·ps Ii. Aq ui n a:;: IS,

.\[('}dill!!;
Dedd c lI ~

!{C't :-;

.
out 11i :-: ear IfIlltT:; aud

h l·a d e~.

~l p ill' a t I.atollia.
II. O ut"h! ~I Xav il' I" :-\ :'i urpri:-:t., ' · \·(·I' \,hm.ly .u ul I)(,'at. D a yt o n 4fi- l:L
1.100 r . o r D . ['no t l..'n~ takl~ th e t.ri p to r. ill cy . Tile d a y wilt Ih'c
{~(I:~I~~~~l~dllll~)~ ~~~~~~.I:~ of the ~:IIH l' hut. 1 )(,'(~all :O l ' (JI D ay tOil ':.; ~pirit.

d ro ps

...
~~
~

I.,) . H OI· w(,,}(·l l uI'US OH L Bo~tl )I.l\s:-;olllnil e '\lth :--ic hli ltf'
16. ~OIlH'hod ... · IHII'c hasl'!,; a ll En~li sh hook . n O li!)!' lo hlln I
II. Hutt BliI"" >till hlow i ll ~ 0 1T.
18. Ca nava n t ak l's to e h (' ,\ i ll!.c
10 . ~ 11td l' lIt o lfi:'c r s r('(~L 'i \'l' ~ I ic k c r II n if( ,,' u l~.
211. Pop 1t1l·ltiIlU. T h ill gs IC)L)!.: flllt ' ,- S OllH' lhill~ ~.
:?I . Oa\'l OIi 1' : III 11'S hack :ulIl wall o p s H use P o ll,\' :12~{J.
2:!. ~Iik ( ' :u u ll ,t'lII !!.:t.,' t lIt' xt tl) H o l t v()i ~h t..
:!a. ~I a rt.y'~ I!}- r at£', G:1 -c,dil1de r h oa t" K p ark Pl ll~" appe;tl'~,
En"ry Ollt' w:t II t !'> u r idl'.
:!~ . ~t(~~~:~. Enlt'rit'k ~lIet" o(.' (h.. T o n ,v ~kC:l r t hy as 1.'c1i VlI· o f lilt· EXpOJIl~ lIt

•

:!:l. Hi ll ;\ 111 1 !:!;N1'\ p rd .ty p i ll k lett(· " CrOll )
:!!i. y p ( >1 111' :\('W i,:ltg:bwl Ch:,il' firs t Oil I ~ '('e uln CO UI'l'il'.
':!.7 .\'av ,\' Day Pn'p~ : t~ ...\fiaJll i:-:.ilul'),!; 7 ,
:18. \h' !?;oodn es:-. ! Guo dll c~:s J!; raei ()lIs! C :l. lli :.: i u:-: IJcat Ya,l's it v at
g;lfl'al,) ·tl -li, H u t w atl' h Ollr lill\Oko ill t.. h~· fut u f('. :'\oL I'l' rjan lC

""

~

";1

~
~

~

:\'0 \'.

~
•

r

; . S lIl d clI t ho d .\· llll't.'I:oi h ';llll at H . R. ~talip ll . ni ~ P( 'P IIIc(' t. in~ a nd
pa rad c' . Htllla :111(. 1 d (' v(' n la d:-; s llLa:-;i u.'ciIlP; hill" hat 'jo\ a ~ 1IH1~,h up
IwtWl'l' 1I fl·il'n<i t:) .
fi. P n.' ps .='>1. fl t. llalJhac l:oi Ii.

':\

.....
~

......

7. Ch:)lI l' Y will I:' t he ot her va il' o f I;of:k s.

~
~
•

~
',

:!!l.
I.
:! .

:L
I.

~
.

'
§

al I·;n~t. Ou.k w()ou. C luh . G a n .!!.: IIU'L' f.s ft':!II! ;11 ~tJ~It.iOI1 .
H(J~ t' s llig; llt Ollt .
Hr:u llf'.\' hl'l'aksa no t11(' l' pipe . HI' 11I 1I~t he in lilt' hu~ ill (':-:M.
J\ pit h '=" fil k~d . E W·l'yt lOci.v happ ...~ ,
H (,t u r n il'OIIl llallo\\,{"e n v:l C'a ti n li.
~t u.tz ,d lJ parr :o' fn!' ( :ll"'(,b lLei .lakiJlg II l'o ol.!' I' S ~ o t ill' ~ anll',
19l1a llll" had a liard da\'. L . n . 2:{. kuattu s l:l.
dam'l '

fO'(V?o

~

20

~

S . .\. T Sli plll'l'h:l:-'l'~ p :'lir o f ~p l'l' k :-;,
!j. 1,'001 hall d n n co at .\Iia mi HnLnl- " B ('a utiful I!,.i rls aud JI Hnd:-toJJu"
nl('lL." D odf' Wu gm' l' !>; lI r pl'i se:o; till ' wh nll' wo rld . 'Bnul1lag:c win s
c wlu r all Ct' d a ll '" d lal llphHl:-;hi p, 3~1 h our s.
10 . Pl' P rn <.'(..' tin ~, :-Ilud c' nt bod .\' p:lrade~ S tl'~c t ~- Iilueh ('nthu.siasrn .
II . IlolII{, e : Hllilll!; J.!;t(IlI0.
B~d(lwill \\'alla<:(' ('.. JIltl'iiJlllc:-; to Da\'tf)II ':-;
l i :i~ of eo nqllc l'cci t o t ilt.! tunc o f '' 6- '-1 , ~onlll iad s ! B i.Iute; t c r owd
C\'l'l' n t ~:lII 1<.',
t 1::')O !
12. l)olie Wagn t) J' :-; Lill s(::lrc liill j! ior a " ~ood lookl·r. " Ik J;!;illuillg o r
t.hrt::t, -day rdrl'at. R e v , .Iubn Dillon of Cincilillati co nduet:-; it.
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CALENDAR-Continued
"r.o~t a rHt'<' traek collegian tit.,." Heturn t.o Ko wabki.
I;' . Father ShcckeHlutT out Eu::;t \\' yoming;~wond "I' why.
IIi. p('p mt'e tiug; Prep:,; O. Grep'J'l\'iIl\~ 20.

Nov. 14.

~...

17. \Vil rnilldnn tlel"l~:lt~ Val'~ity in 8t:-'tl of mud :1-0.
18. Clifford W>f~ Olll! irom ~l'W Ll'xin gtoll.
20. AmNiean Cluh or~anizt'd IloY .\nH'ricall His tory S tudellt.... ~
:!l. Hra\ITnlugp" Tho :\lan of the llour."
2:~. Ruhit'(111 on'rfiows.
.
.
.
24. Pt~ P ITIN,ting- Coligh drop~.
2:;. ],a~t. ganw of year - DaytoTl "onqllN)'; Df'fmlll'C 41-0. lars lty won
ti 10s t :1. ~ot had with a ne\\' l.·o:l<:h and a green hunch,
21i. 1{owabki throws nwa.y toot h-bnt ..,h . fif'mmnlwl'. rt'll()ws~
27. Fir:;t snow of the se::ll:iO n. Tt'hhe :;tart~ writing pootry alld Leary
ea!c·hpl'! eold .
28. ]{owull!ki looks ior ~irl.
29. H ome for Thank~~i\'in:.t .
;;0. Turkey Day-S(nIE FEED. Noah Hc.ilharz. irnpt'r~ollator.

E:

f:

t

~

~

::E!

~

Dec .

~

~,

I. "isit~ to X . C. R. aud Dayton Wri~ht Fi('ld.
:], Rclig:io118 Edu(:lation Day.
.
:L Rl~ tllnl to 1.". of D_. irorfl Thank ti~i\'illg: \'al~atil)ll.
4. /\Ilwrieun viti?"11 ::.cholarship,
;J. Patrioti~H1 Duv . Xed Woodman. l'U.I'tOOlli st. Il1tl1l()ri~t, rdi.Jmi bt.
(i. l"oothall halll~lllt!t -l)rcl:'!(! lltinl! InOJlogram~. C~· :":har'i ell~etl'll
c:.lptHin 'Z:!'- '," 'Olllf:' ~wdl choit."'t t;o nll' bwell fLo·Nt.
7. Calholh: ~('honl Da.v,
8. 'rhird 1-1 i~h C (,'Ome~ in 100(/'1 ill er us:l<ll' dUl'8. " -''1 nn~ power tn \'111."
!),

J.eu~ue or~a.llized.
] ~I'u:-;. Gco. SaUl' !" and

Sen ior Hi$.!:.h Bowlillg

.\dam HotTm aTl :.-:.a ll for
10. Fr. O'ltC'illv. H cy.
13eig,iu1I1. Hl"nior s(~ui.ll ity meeting and clcc·tiou oi OfliCl'rl'i.
FI'I.'~hnwll
~odalit\'
I1ll~
dillg
and
dt.·(:tion
of
otfie(·r~.
II.
12 . I.nt ill-American l'i t IId(!lIts cck·bratp,
1:1. Preps i. Halllilt o n 10 .
14 . Hadllllu lllnoJl'. l)il.tJli:.;t --:\lcmo ri u1 Hall.
15. Fin'it. Ba:-;chall Ganll'. 1". oj D . zn. Kent SOrIll:tl II. ::\ot a had
start.

~

G

~

W, ~od:llit.y JlIet,till~.

1/, J ulli o rs will

18.
HL
20.
21.
2~.

2:i.
2;),
2(L
:!7.
28,

:m.
:10.
:H.

JaIl.

Itother.
Captnill .J o llTI ~o ll . Inspector Corp:.; .\rc-a J'[(':ldq uarten-: d ~ it!'\ I',
Tht.' !itth· game that caused nil til(' ill:::';.
H Ol1lewa rd hound forChristnt:.ls Holidayf'. ~rt·l':."8(' rs. 1,('al'Y. Hoth,
:\1:J.di r ' Ill alld Eiselt-· fiud it hard to ll'an' Ilw (h~ar old pb(·l'.
llcpor te----]j('at tilt, :\l a il --'bn .
D~.td(·llti n'tllrn /i " Dode's" B , CD:-i.
juniors bn'uk up l"lJ.;!..:(·tbaIlINl!!.w.·,
r\ -'I erry C hrii' tma s to you all.
llaLw breaks all hi~ Christ.rn!l:-! ton;.
CpntclIarv of lhe hirth oi LOllis l YlIl" tt-ul".
Halw':-; faill,'" plln'll:l~P!'\ 11100'l' toy:-;,
Fay slwlld~ a nic:kd- Hones t.!
What Ill'\\" I'cliolllt-iOlIS'? Let InC' s.ee ! ()il! I,et \1S:!O till IlC'xt \'0:\1' .
New YC111"l'i Ew',- -But then tlu' t!ullfLtry's dry!
.
;J

~

~

I
~

~
~
r,i

""~
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~

~

g
.:..
~
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E
E
~

1. Happy 1\l:W Yt';tl'.
2. n('eup(~ratill!! from \'uu :\rhn:.un':-; purt,\'.
:1. Patkillt.!; up !'or rehll'll to the r. of D.

I"

4. Hctul'll aft e r Xmas boHda,,'::;. I'~ind :\lill('r start:' pa F:'l ill!..!; nut tiJv
Xmas ~to.1!iL'~ and J~IIWdl·. k :;POl'tl'i B lizahetl\' :, !'cautil'lIl Ii !' .
a. Nm\" !'iizC' Expol'lI,'n t eomes o u t. Fine, Bll('(~l'1S~ to it .
n. Tehan h·lI;, a jOi..:l'. F.vl!' l'yhody clljo'y~ it.
i. \Yrig )<>y purclia~eH Sheik palll=--,
8. I:o~ !I'" fiscal ~'~Hr \if 192:l. QlIa)' PlItTh"",,,, lir.! p:H'k 0; Il",·('h 1'\ lit .
n. I~. I l'ill :-;ay~ he :-: up.
10. Garrit,,·s bac:k. tit) curh' too.
II. D:lytoil lose''''. t'o WiimilLgtoll 17 to lil.
12 . Capitol win~ fwm c. of D. :~o to 20. Pn~p f( 19. l!rh:IlJa 1·1I:t .Juniors l'ai;-:p"OI(1 G lo1'\',"
],1. f'tudenl Ordl(':-itm play~ fot' IJii)(>l'lliall 1.a(lil'~ Aux iliary .
I;), B~'fne and Qua:r Pack - -look::; s un.' th is time.
ILi. Dayton dcfcnt~ Blafftou 2;i to 2:-\.
Ii. r, oi D . stllde~ t ror 1 prir~e at the f:;tate. Clip till' add,
18, E idlt Da.\· ()(·ta\"t~ begims,
I!l. .~$hlrlll(l ;~S, Dayton 22, -Prep:'! 51. l ; rballa 8.
20. UPlwrul Commu llion. \ rall IIHi pillehed for spt'l,d ing.
2l. PtH!(,I"i"wl:iki at ~h,'mf)rial Hall.
2:!. Hodalitv nWl,tillg:;. 1{cnvon :!:urne 31, Var .. il\· :JO.
2:L Suide-I"
time for Ch:qx.l.
.
U. t::tudc nt officers gpt some hum velts. Don't they lhink tIH~~"n:'
tilt> panth(;'r's paw.
2;;, Pn' ps 17. Liina 10 ,
20, Da,yton wall6p:-l DefiaUf:C 27 -12.
27 . .Julius Cae::;ar at th o Vietor,)", Not in pcr~f)Il.
28. -'lore perr.oi t~ lost. Oh w('11 we'll stuy in and s tud .\·.

on

!::~

E:
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~

~
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1':"11,

~
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~
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~
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CALENDAR- Continued
Jail. 29. First ~('mC:-:itel' exams, "!*t'yX- ·"et Fl'cshrnc.n fc(:.i l'ntllC'r :-; haky.
Apollo COI1('("rt Co, plays at l', Aud.itorimn. Hugh Walpo lt.'-Lecture r and No\'(~li :-)t. at En;,dnernf Cluh.
:10. BYl'ltl' and (~uay paek a.~~li.tl. It':; getting to 1)(' a lnd~~mcc.
:1I. Clo:5l~ of exa m :;. E\'(~r,\'hody hfr-at.i iC'8 en :.til'1". Fro~h Htill s hak~· .
Fch. I. Finst day of 2nd :-;cmc~h.'r. .Inck .\b.n'!' mak e:-; ne w resolution:'!,

2. Candll'm:L~s D ay. Pre ps :!2, S prinp.:ii.eld 25,
3. Tlw Bat. at t.he Victory. .\Jajor and '\frs. Hmdett.-cntel'tain offiC(lr
of tllf' H. O . T. C . at t'\(~il' bome.
4. f>re-'\f(·tl l~ncid y ol'ganizud. Wagm"r (~I1tertain8 th(· Tca Fi~htl'r·';I.
:1. BIUt.' .\Iunday, I!ltramUTai ha:-;kl·thall !-'ta rls. JlIllior~ look '!!ood.
0. ~'()te rcadillg. Da\"i ..; OpNa Co. in "O!ivcu.C'." OffiCl'fS ui Com-

pany "B" han~ box party at Hcith ~ .
i. Three until Mix.
S. l(l·ith ~ h:H'l' good })U;'o;illt.':is.
9. \Vilnlillf!;ton 28. Daytou 18. Preps 16. lIarnilton 18.
10. Ei:'-l,l(' hum:; a hairGut irorn .\layer. • 'o m e bob we :-;:ly.
II. Cyc.lmw hit:; !'OOlIl 4.08. lllkrior deeorat ioIt:-o .';('t'm too Cllcl'g(~til'.
Oh what a m(' ·:;.
12 . LiIH'.O.lIl 's Biz-Ulth,,', Half holiday.
13. 11 :30 P . .M , tonite ·h(lYS.
14 . Vall'lltinc Oi.\\, . .\lamie ,..,ent me OIlC . •~\:,h \\\~rlnl'sd:..t.\'.
1.1. ]\t:"'itJls crowded, )'Jillh!l.'llt ~l'nt hox to Korn .
.
IIi. Dayton out·to~:-ie~ Baldwin -Wa ibel'. 2'2 to Hi.
Ii. Preps .5. Cutlll'dral l.atin IS.
18. T(~bb(' will:'; l'.f:Sl1\' ('Olltc~ t ill Dail\" "mer-iean Tribunl'.
I!). RO~"diC':i f.rom :~,i8 aU:H'k tilt' Flat~. R epubed hu t. not tilllh'~N"l':-i
arnVl'.
2U. Contro v l'l"::SY conef'rlling .. :--;on~:o; That P eople .Like" by Ht.('Vl'
E mC'riGk.
21. Var~it..Y ica vl';-\ 0 11 h:i$kf'th:di t.rip. l{l'ci:..:il' r:)t. .\JcrnoriaJ Hall.
22. Wa:::;!tillJ.!:t oll'~ Bid.heiny. No rIUl:ii;cri, 11 :,:)0 'Grl'at. :-;tltfJ. 13:.lltj.
win-W:dln.ce 21. Day tOil 18. G ond p.:anlC. Prep:-i 12. Eaton 22.
2:1. Squad !!.i,'('s Hl'n~<1 th e OIH'('> nn' L ('Not ll e l' CiO,':h' 0111.'.) :-iome h.'um .
24. \\'es u~ rn n.e~(, I"\·l· 1i. D a y U) n 10. (' )JoUle r do~e Oll e..)
Z5. Houll1 :H8 .g,"('t.:-; :t :-oolll ~ thing. The m y:;le ry of my~tcd(>s.
2li. The pool "hark .\11'. fioherl, j, back. Flollo lhn.
27. Dad Fox will:'; eating ch:lll1pi.olls hip ior th(· ith :-;m~("(':;si \'(? ),l'tlI',
28 . C halia p ill. opera :-;ingcl' at )I enl oriai Hall.
.\Jar.

I. Cathnli<.' Pre8.s ~\lol1th.
2. l\'x:1:; lit lldl'nts l~~ lehrat('. Dl'ciLil' tnJ.LN\'U Tl'x~I S put O lt alllll:1Jl~
the fu ture. Preps :12. l.imn V.
., in
lJa) ton 11l' :.d·n~ to hit :-: tride. J S ea t~ WfJ()~h! J' 28 t..o 24, in a wond erful
lill. Full of t hrill •.
4. HOl'\\"l'>d c i:-. nih' nut. Ho~t ~ tudi es for n ('1!U n !;.,·.
;j. E n.·ryh()d ~... to ~t.'e t!.L.l' World Chall1piOil "('eltic':'o;,"
6. So me rude p('I'l-'On wakC'ri Fit? Gerald dUI".i llg I:I btory lectw'l',
7
E\'(·r ..... hOliy happy .
S. I{l~ iths (·rowcil'd.
!f. Dayton ;J,2, .\."hlall{1 10. " n (>,· (·lIgl·i~:-;w(>l't.'· P wps2 1, .\iuJllni ~J.

..

10. I nfol' mal Ball at. Wap;J.ll'I',!oI.
II. Go lf (X.mI'8l' opeUil at. l!. 01 D.
12. \ 'all BiH I'c.t;"-\iu; n s as coach: .\w Gee !

\\'hat's Ule idt'a'? Wl' gotta
han~ a tC'tlJll next vear, dOIl't we'!
I:l. .\Ih'f; iOlI l.ect ure b~' U I!\' . GI' E'.!. .!ory F('i::;E'.
H. Illformal C. of U . Golf t~arn d('fcat ~ Cldorrnal U . of D. Goii t.(>am:
1. Quay, D edclt'll:'i , Canavan alld Ga l'l'ity.
:! . I.ea n ·' , BYrJle , \\'a ~ lil'l' alld Amc rs bnch.
1,), Davton' 18, · ..\lulluri 17. Wow what a g;Ulllt! Fir ...,!. tim e th ('
.1\hiIIlUi lo~t. ill 10 yeariS.
W. Ll'aI'Y the tlerolmt hrc'ak ~ hi s lil'J.·is in d ea th d pfy in,!!: ieat.
Ii. :-;t. Patrick':-; Da\' _\;0 C la ~:-!c::- -Hurr~dl! I'or tl a· lri~li. Call fo r
ba~Qhnll can(ii<iat('l;,

I S. Pa~~ioll S\lJII1av -G(, IH~.r:tl Co mnlullion.
IH. Pl'l~:-iillent. '8 Da·.\'. \\,110 a,tc too mUt~h chickclI. Tha nk you!
20. Golf team I'cpoJ't~ for II.:~ tt('l"s- Dil"('(:tc..d to P(JiS t (Hfi ('.p.
21. Ever~" body l' {!p Jcl1i ~. he:'i Camd tllld J.ucky S tr'ike :-iUPPl'l'.
21. D. L('(, Fil:t Patri l'k !.{in'~ iu:-;t lllllllbt'l" of I..p't·mll.
2:1. :--;Imrf I!:e t:s f·pistlc frolll Ireland. H(\ ~nl')'; a IOllh way 1'01' a
2:L .-\ viat.or writl'.::) ., LI\(:ky Ht.rik ," ill ilk.\' b~- :-:I1Hilw I>n~:-;.,",. .somel)ody
hits Peter Bahh 011 head wit It book wliill' he ~azf'~ upward .
21). Palm :-iulI<la\".

2ti. Dr. D. H. Rt:ill.y Orat ol' i(·a.l Co ntp:-;t.
27. 1lOnlc to 1'£:0 what the BIlIlIIY will bring:.
28. '\l:.t1tt:~ c1 '\lilkl' 011 t Iw Golf t C>:'lili.
2!l. Hol\l Thuf::;dav.
:W. Goo(llo'l'iLla\'. .
:U. II oly ~a t U1'("lay ,
:\prii

.

1. lJapp~/ Eutiter.
2. eli/font :-;ic k (!'O1ll Ea:'>ter P!!g:'>.
:3. Good d nv fo r all ".iel'k~" (';; p e(!ially Fit'clwr.
4. ]':n·rvhod,· to t.()\\'"I\ - to :-)("l' old friClld:-: nill>r E:l:'ill'r nu".'atioll.
5. Had,:' froni' Easter holiday;;. OU(" m o re hlp uoy~.
n. ,\Huuai StatT ol'~ttniZ('d .
7. TCJllli8 Candidate:; report.

I
~

~'H'J!iiilEl1!JDFTEn'1l'!UTFIliJJ<UI!!Il!!~Ul1.n.:n:rE:ll!n.;.flI~r...n:..nnnlI'lHEl';.n'ltoDTIiDd1
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CALENDAR-Concluded
,Ipril

S. Glevelanrl's IT'pIT'Sl'ntativ('::.I IHlt. in appearance.
oi :-;i('k one::;.

Oh. what a bU_llch

n. Illfo I'mal Golf teams organized.

1(1. :;ital't takill/!: pictul'e:-; for .\-nnunl. Tile )lnhrt Wedding.
11. )Iilk Card~- Dad get::- punched t\\lce n~ much HOW. Dcdd cn~ ,

P

~Iadh'!'1t1l and Garrity break t.he icp- l'on (at. hel'.
Lon·tJto Guild Dance at .\liumi Hotel - Hurrah for .\Iike!

Iken-

l)('rr~ 1 ellt~ rn~llly

capers.
1:1 . Pool tournament be~ill~.
Vi(·~--P re:5 idcut.'s annual play
I~

:; tart ~ ~-day cllg;\~,;~pm{·. llt

"The Gold

Bug,"

Li . Gold Bllg. )lore permit s mi s~ in g.
Iii. Pool tOllrnament. cnd~ . .. Gold nll~ ."

Ii. Eigh t amhitious. cH('r~elic young men s lllrt ou t to 8('11 !lcivertiscIIH.' l l b for ;\ II II ua!.
18. Var!'lit\' 3. Dadoll Scales :l. Prnc ticc ~am c.
I<!. TC llni~ tourn::lll1ellt !-'ta rt ::;.
20. Bh~ 1)(')) B1,-,(·tin#!:_ Coach })ehwC'iC'he r , Bro. Druir1l'1' and .\tld.
Di rector Ynn Hill S11<.'ak. Lc t' :-,; fW for a h i ~ ~'eu!' ill ba~eh:lli.
21. Fi n.; 1 ha;-:phall ~aBll'. U, of D. h \::'at:-i .E .:.trlharn :It RichmolJd, J,j-O.
'T ltal':; a ~tart. for you. Cnpt. Evcl'iek, fo)('alt"~:s and Eit'elf' hi t
ItOl1H~ r $.

22. ,\11". Pen,vak breaks into print.
1:L :\rc:h i,' I ,par." ~cJld:; lettt'r to Hoeky nin~r, 130x 12,1.
2·1. .. H nw d va I1k(' til(' Fi~Ii'?"
~,) . Eight wear:\ '. ioot:-;orc. di:;;collragcd. lmt triumph.tllt a<iq'rti:;em('nt
:-)a \l!l"i Ill.l'1l rl'tUI"Il Iw-:.lvV {ps-tillloiliab of \'ictol'\' . look at thl..! alb
nnd pal.runiz(>. Yar:·'ii~' drops praetil~e gallic.' 'S-l to N. C. H.
2(i, \\ ' iIJ"llil\~t.n1l v:;. V~lr~it..\' at \\·ihlJillgtOll. W. ,l, t:. o f D.:L Game
pJay('u ill t II(' wood;,:,.
:!7, Crll:-::alh ~ Harne.
2S, ~Jiu!fli V;-I. Dayton at Da y ton. .\1. ti. l L o f D . :1:.m. Fl'itz dl'ciill':-i to ;-leIl ad\"('rti:-;l~IJlPllt:-; for r(·~t of life.
::lO, R('pl)rt-:--:.
.\lay I. Dn'..: ~ Parado;) corps area .
2, Capitol \ ' :0:, \ ': u ·:-.:.ity at Da yton. C. G. r , (d D . 20.
.1. .\lltit1C II \':;, I ' . of D . at Ye llow S p r illt!:~. .\ .8. t". o f D. :!;{ .

. \nlilwli Tl,lllli .. ; tea.11l

h('I'l'.

0, Cal holi l' Ba:"t'hall L('a g-up innH l l' ~ C . of D . di:un(IJHI:-{

7.
S.
111.

II .
I:?

~lilit a l"\'

:1-:3.

Ball at Ea::il Oakwoud Clul) .-· l ·. o f D . l"> iti lll'i"O.
.\Iilit a l';' lll:~\)(.c tioll h y COl'P~ An'a COIOl'll'1.
_\ :-sm.'n:-sioll T m n.:day ,
T('llni;i Earlham ,.:-;, ra.n.:itv at R id llnolld .
Cin(,illnati at U_of D. ~oda iit .'r' ml'e t il.1~:-;. 1\'11 n i:.:; l'. o f I). \'i"O.
Ci ll('\·.

1-1 . ]{ l'1!;li la,' {'Ia:i~l'.~ .
I.) . :\"olltin:.:;.
IIi . V, 1-'. i"\ti!( lookill!! ior that "buC'k" frulll G IU!'B.

.!UlIl"

Ii. T (' Hlli:-;- V:ui-'- it \" V el . Earlkllll !tNI'.
I S. Earlkull C()ll('~e at Da\"t.oll - H;)~c llall.
.
1\), :-;:1I1W a~ 1 hh.
:?n, T (~ luti;-\ - (,iJ)tillllati ,.:-;. C. of D. he.n'.
:!2. :-i:1I1H' :1:-: l.jt it.
2·1. \" . p, '{nt-Ill !.!: ~till Iookill~ ilnportull t. .at ..Kvith:-;, How tll! t iley do it
\"a!'ll' \' .
~,i, i.I' I'O I)I H'~,\') \'an.:ity may play '\ltl:;kjll~\lm a t Xl' \\' CI)IH':)J'd.
2{i, Val' :'<i ity \'."'. Capitol.
:2,,,\. l-'tdl' \\,('all1('1'.
:lO. ~h'IIIt)l'i al Day, \\'ilrlling:toll Vi' , \'al' :-: it.y it CI'(',
:11, Exa lll:-i 1" ')I,ill. ;-)lol"nlY \\'l'ath e r ('olning,
I. \\', 'a t il('J' i::: lu' n',

2. PI 1Ig:!!:i W!,
Exam:-; E\'l'lIil\ ~.

".
I.

11 01111' a~aill !

'H ulIIP :t~ain !

THINGS TO WORRY ABOUT

Oil what a

,",<HIg; !

Paulus extending his vacations.
If the class of '23 will eve.r amount to much,
Why John Schulte is so thin and his brother so
fat.
Bost and Horwedel.

That twenty weekly allowance.
"Fat" Byrne and his prize Aow.
If all of Guenther's letters are business letters.
Charley Gass losing his appetite.
Elmer Steger and the fourth dimension.
John Schulte running the I DO-yard dash.
Brallmlage deciding to give lip the girls .
Filbert and Korn signing a contract to appear at
Keiths.
Steve Emerick falling in love.

Capt. Emerick- "How would YOll like to sign lip
with me for a life game?" was the way our baseball captain proposed.
She-"l agree, where's the diamond? "
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FA VORABL Y KNOWN THE WORLD OVER
Exquisite in line and finish - massive in appearance - full of
power and responsiveness, the new series Moon breathes luxurious
comfort from stem to stern.

~

El

~

~

The cumulative experience of fifty patient years has gone into
the building and finishing of the Moon. Dissect it as coldly, as
critically as your wariness in matters concerning automobiles bids
you. The more particular you may be, the better it stands

inspection.

~

&
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E
~

r:

~

t

t;

~~
~

t

E
~

~
~

!Vll

~
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~

Moon Distribulors

~

712 W. Third Street

Dayton, Ohio

E
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EVERY clock tick means interest on your savings when you
bank at
THE BANK UNDER THE CLOCK

~

I

The City National Bank
The City Trust & Savings Bank
Corner Third and Main Streets

"Under the Clock"
DAY TON, 0 HI 0

~

;

~

~

i;"

...~

I;"

l ~~
t~

El

~
~

Third and Broadway
I 719 West Third Street

(....... BRANCHES ......

·i

510 East Fifth Street
Cor. Xenia and Fillmore

:c

"~anl..s
Service"
~
'e or
~

LOAD UP
your camera today with the Ansco
Speedex film. In any make of
camera it "fits the light."

~.

ELINOR'S
CH OC 0 L AT ES

t="

"CChe .J/ppreciated Gift"

I~

Five different

~

IE
I~

~
IE
~
~
~
~

~

~

D

....
=
~

E
~

~

package assortments

2

Complete line of
Balco Bar Goods

-

~

~

§.

MEl L E R' S ~;2add~

~e

§

C. S. Ball Candy Co.

i

Dayton, Ohio

~

~"l~:iinl~!!""·~~~~'~I~'l~t':l~I'~I!'~Ii~"~n~I'~U~lJ!~I~flIffi.'llo..:~~,
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OUR ADVERTISERS

... KINNEY'S ...
WONDERFUL WEARING OXFORDS

--=

Made in Our Own Factory = = - -

8012,

Slippers of brown and black
calfskin, Goodyear welted in 14
different shapes, everyone a
beauty,
Priced at

$4.98
and

$3.98
114 and 116 East 4th Street
THE BIGGEST,
BUSIEST
SHOE STORE

:~;~_ISI.tili!m~

iZ

IN
DAYTON

------'======== RID E THE BUS ~==--Regular service hourly to the following points:
BELMONT-BEAVERTO'.lm,
DAYTON-GERMANTOWN,
DA YTON-LEBANON,
DA YTON-GREE NV ILLE,
DAYTON-LEWISBURG,
DA YTON-WILMI NGTON,

DAYTON-WEST MILTON,
DAYTON-CINCINNATI.
DA YTON-SPRINGFIELD-COLUMBUS,
DA YTON-XEN IA,
DA YTON-TROY-SIDNEY,
DA YTON-EATON-RICHMOND,

EXCURSION RATES-SPECIAL TRIPS
For information call:

GARFIELD 4021

AUT 0

BUS S TAT ION

FOR BUSINESS

GARFIE LD 4021

FOR PLEASURE

RENT A NEW FORD

BARNARD BROS.
DAYTON

DRIVE IT YOURSELF
40

~

EST SECOND STREET

PHONE MAIN 41

117

OPPOSITE MIAMI HOTEL

I:

· ..

DAY T ON TA N -l~23

THE

FRANK H. KRONAUGE & SON
South Park and Oakwood Real Estate
Fire - Life - Accident - Tornado - Automobile

General Insurance
2 Woodland A ve.- 11 00 Brown St.

~

I
~

C
fJ

T e!ephonc Garfield 3413 J

DAYTON, OHIO

THE S. M. K. RADIO CORP.
RADIO SUPPLIES
For the Discriminating Enthusiast

Infonna tion Given Cheerfully

Phone M. 585

28 East 3rd St.

~
~
~

!l

El
~

,...~
~

~

1==

g
~

I
.:.~
~

~

Can You Save Money?
" If you want 10 find oul whelher or nol you will he a succes.! in life. the lesl
is simple and almo.!1 infallihle--are you ahle 10 sOlie mOTley? If no I. drop oul.
You will fail. The .!eed of wccess is nol in YOll lInless you can keep pari of whal
you make."- JAMES J. HILL.

The MIAMI is here to encourage everybody in habits of thrift.
It is easier to save than you may imagine. Saving becomes second
nature, just as spending. Start an account today. It doesn't
matter how small your beginning- make a start with any amount
- the rest is easy.

BE A SAVER-IT PAYS

Miami Loan and Building Association
"At the Chimes," Main between Third and Fourth

ro~

~

~
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NEW ROOF?

Hearty
Congratulations

To
Graduates of '23
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OUR ADVERTISERS

Call Elaborate.d Roofing Co.
344 Wayne Ave.

OPTICIAN

117 S. Ludlow

c.

Dayton, O.

Horne 5192

Garfield 1724

COMPLIMENTS

A. WHITAKER

of

Prescription
Druggist
935 Brown St.

The Market Savings Bank
Dayton, Ohio

Dayton, O.

~

fJ

~

D

~

~
~

Home 3039

Garfield 1039

BUY SPORTING GOODS
In a
Sporting Goods Store

A. J. KUENLE

Nehouse & Doshe

Druggist

S

35 E. 5th St.

~

Tire Store - 209 S. Jefferson St.

Dayton, Ohio

H. C. O'BRIEN

THE R. T. MITCHELL
HARDW ARE CO.

D

g
18

~~

I

~
~

23 East Third St.

OLD ARCADE

Hardware--Sport Goods

Where Prices

~

and

~

Quality
"Meat"

B

Cor. Jefferson and Warren

~

~
Try Us

QUALITY

It
SERVICE

We Have

~
~

~~~n!i' I Ell' J !-! FTFIIiTItl tlUiJlilJill!).!ll D~lEII'J l·nJE1>U(ll!ll.!iil"iiiiifl~I
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AUTO ACCESSORIES
TIRES AND TUBES
Like a messenger boy, we deliver the goods- 3nd at a price that
suits everyone.

.

THE MILLER-WEIGAND CO.
217 N. Main Street
W. E . Leonard. President

e:

n
fj
~

c~
l::

H . S. Leonard. Sec'y and T reas.

'The LEONARD COAL & SUPPLY
COMPANY
COAL FOR HOME HEATING
Kiefaber Street and C. L. & N. R. R .

Telephone Garfield 193, Home 2167

~

I

DAYTON GROWN

Choice Cut Flowers

~

§
~

I~

~~

~:
"

GOOD CLOTHES

Artistically Aaanged
for All Occasions

"Pick you oul"
of Ihe crowd

USE
DAYTON FLOWER PHONE

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

YOU WILL BE PLEASED

Main 666

t:l;

Make clothes of just such
distinctive quality. They'll

~,

:.;k you out" in tho "mo

s

The Anthony Bros. Co.

o

28- 30 East Third Street

I.I~

Home of Harl Schaffner & Marx Clothes

J:;1

.

1036 W. Third Street

2 Stores

I

~

~
~

~
~

~

~
~
r.'

~~

~.

~

~

~

t.l

Th d
16-19 West
ir
Riverview at Floral

~

....

~
~

~
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~
'WLLO W US to preserve your
.~

youth, of today, forever.

Smith Bros., Photographers
16 E. Fourth Street

Fellows: When you get married you will probably go into a state of forgetfulness for a few days, but when you get to noticing things again your first
thought will be FURNITURE.
When that time comes we want you to think of The Wayne. We live up
to our motto, "Dependability and a Saving,"' and we're easy to get along with.

Let us solve your paint problems.
The Lowe Bros. Paint Store Co.
110-112 East Third Street
Dayton, Ohio
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'Ike J. C. Ely Printing

CIGARS

Company

~D~

~

FILMS

"""'' ' ' """""'' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ', ' , ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ""'' ' ' ' ' '""""""""""'"

209 South J,ff, roon Stmt

Corner Brown and Woodland Ayes.

~

~
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~
.

.:,.
_
I~

AY oung Man's Fancy Seldom Turns
to thoughts of washday. But do you know that
old-fashioned methods of washing make it the
hardest task in the home? I t means real labor
for your mother, sister, sweetheart-and in your
future home.

t;e#ie~
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The famous Dayton-made electric washeddoes
away with all this. It turns out a big washing in
half the time, and no one is tired out. Gives you
plenty of clean shirts, for instance - so easily,
quickly. Makes them last longer, too. Nothing
in the big copper tub to wear or tear them.
Insist that a Coffield is tried in your home. _.w.I

THE COFFIELD W ASHER COMPANY
DAYTON, OHIO

Producers of Washday

Smiles Since 1904

r

~

~~~
~

~
~

t"

~
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~

MAIN 95

MAIN 96

TAXICABS
ACME TAXICAB CO.
Office and Headquarters:
119 WEST FOURTH STREET

WE CATER TO OUT-OF-ToWN TRIPS

PARK

Car washing a specially
Across from Greystone Dansant

Excelsior Printing Co.
~

732 Federal Street
Chicago

~

~

~

5

~

1;"1

Largest plant In country
specializing In

~

COLLEGE ANNUALS

E

i?

;;~
~

~~
~

~

I
ffi
t::

While in Dayton. park your car at the

119-135 W. 4th Street

~~

9...

DON'T LET the police get your car.

AUTO

~

Work produced at "the Printing Center of .J/merica"
is done right and on lime.

E

~
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~

~
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GEORGE H. MEYER
30 East Fourth Street

~tate

mUeater rBarber

University Man

~bop

Sweeney's Tea Room

First Class Service
Eight Chairs
Seven Tonsorial Artists
Cigars and Laundry Work

Brown Street

AHLERS & DAVIS

Class Pins and Rings
Club and Fraternity Pins
Literary and Honorary Pins
Athletic Medals
Engraved Invitations and Cards

Men's Furnishings
Hats and Caps

THE D. L. AULD CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers

COLUMBUS, OHIO
E. G. Shad, Sec 'y

W. j. Brinck, Pres.
Home 3599

Miami Hotel

Bell Garfield 2218-W

Phones
Garfield 2173- \V

H. M. Gitzinger Mantel & Tile

The Dayton Plumbing Co.

Company

Plumbing and
Heating

TILE AND MARBLE WORK
FIREPLACE FIXTURES

Dayton, Ohio

904 S. Brown St.

525 Wayne Ave.

~t

I~

l.ul.lloltJ j/jllrbtr $bop

~

for Service

§

Dayton. Ohio

John Holland Fountain Pens

Fellows. remember

~

Second St. Entrance

H:~d ~~~~h~B;,;st

~
~

t

~
E

I
~

Master Pen Builders Since 1841

JOE KOREK, Prop.

~::=.:~~t::::~::=n=_
126

Joseph Tegenkamp
Leonard H. Witte
Walter M. Witte

The Witte- Tegenkamp
Company, Inc.
Importers

Manufacturers

411 East Fifth Street
Dayton. Ohio

101

...

Church Goods, Religious Articles,
Pictures and Picture Framing

On the best portraits, 111
the best homes, you 'Will
find our na·me.

Harvard
Clothes

Don 117aI/ace Studios
Of Photography

612 Canby Building
Bell M. 940
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America's Largest
Distributors
of No. 10 Canned
Goods

oR

F

forty years
the leading
specialists in supplying the institutional table. Cur,
rent price list on request.

e

John Sexton
Wholesale Grocers

a

~

~

~

~

~

~

C

I'

Company
..

Chicago

§

Branches at Strategic Shipping Points

~

~

~
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~ THE P. M. HARMAN CO.
~
~

~

~

CARPETINGS, RUGS, DRAPERIES,
W ALL PAPERS, FRESCOING,
FURNITURE, ETC., ETC.

~

~

//0-//2 NORTH MAIN ST.

~

~~ GRADUATION GIFTS §E

~

EVERYBODY'S BOOK AND ART SHOP

~

I~

~
~

[;

[l

CHARLES W. BIESER :: : : 21-23 WEST FIFTH STREET

Complete line of Gift Novelties: Writing Cases, Desk Sets,
Quill Pens, Gift Books, Eversharp Pencils and Fountain Pens.
GARFIELD 1874

HOME 3874

~

~

n

COURTESY

~

~

MAZDA

~

24 SOUTH LUDLOW STREET

n!iii'TI II' 1

~n,."

Fa~u,

g

~~~

~

400 Rooms- 400 Baths

~

~~~

g

~

~

~
~

MAI N 7394

Ham, oj tho

~

~

OF ALL K"DS

H

~

t

ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES

D. G. Reilly &Co.

E
~
~

DAYTON

~~PS

~
1:'1

Hotel Miami

PORTABLE LAMPS

~
11

~

g

SERVICE

WASHING MACHINES
IRONING MACHINES
DRYING MACHINES

~

~

:
:
r.l

~

g

g

I
.:.

John M. Beres,

May ra, Wa,h"

Man""
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Contributed by

The Advance Foundry Company
Grey Iron and Semi- Steel Castings

Parnell and Florence Aves.

GENUINE WROUGHT IRON
FULL WEIGHT GUARANTEED
The M. J. Gibbons Supply Co., Distributors
PIPE, VALVES AND FITTINGS

Hotel Gibbons
Dayton, Ohio
U 1111111111111 11111111 1111 11111111 11111111 1111 1111 111111111111 III 1111 11111111 II
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;111111111111111111111111111111

Located in the center
of the retail district.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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VAL. HEGMAN.

305-306

3Oy",. ."hD

HOME

YA'"L.

HARNESS,

E

2305

REPAIRING OF ALL KINDS

HEGMAN

TR~'~~~:"~:::~~dAr1D SUIT CASES

TRUNKS AND SAMPLE WORK A SPECIALTY

~

~

I·.

10()4 AND I 006 EAST FIFTH STREET

E

"

~

FOCKE'S QUALITY MEATS
BELL EAST

~~

==U r'~~U:~

g

~

~

O~rrR"J\DV E RTISERS

_

135 East Third Street
GARFIELD 2280-W

E

THE FORSTER - HEGMAN COMPANY

::~

~

~

~

~~,:
~
~

~

~.

I'~

"COMPLETE FURNISHERS

...
I~

of SUCCESSFUL HOMES"

~~

~

CChirly-five ))ears of Good
Home Furnishings

;:=

~

35-37 North Main Street

I~

I~

~
~

~

PIONEER

~

~

ESTABLISHED 1890

~

I~
~

~

~
...

r,

~
~

E. M. MENDENHALL
DRY CLEANING AND CLEAN DYEING
29 SOUTH LUDLOW STREET

!~
I~

~
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A D..Y-E. R TIS E R S

Gar. 4087

Gibbons Fountain
We invite you to try our
special sundaes and cold
refreshing drinks.
A tox of candy is a suitable gift for every member
of the family.

Let

D. GOLDBERG
do your

Ie

21 South Ludlow St.

~

Gibbon s Hotd Bldg.

~
p

~
~

I~

I
f"'"
~

Tailoring. Dry Cleaning. Dyeing.
Presfing and Repairing
Ex;:,erienced on Military Tailoring

The Merkle Company I
JOS. L. MERKLE
&

FR. YOST, Props.

227 Jefferson Arcade

I

Memorials'

ARE YOU PLANNING
FOR A VACATION?
We are DISTRIBUTORS FOR Stoll
Auto Bed and Tent. Wenzel Poleless
Tent. American Ideal Camp Stove. Collapsible Luggage Carrier.
Genuine "Gold Medal" Folding Furniture.
LEE R. HOOPER. Prop.

Dayton Awning & Tent Co.

Office Wcrks:
Gar. 543.

105 E. 2nd St.

Dayton. Ohio

DAYTON. OHIO

g

I

The
Finke Engineering Co.

{..

E1

\!l

~~

Engineers and Contractors
Steam Shovel Work
Concrete Work
Street Paving
Sewers

~
p

II§
~

15 S. St. Clair Street

~n~!

(' 111 11"1 !-J I') '·11.1] ,. [Pllll!

Dayton. Ohio

£

~
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Servus Cleaner

"' i

The]. T. Barlow Co.

The house-keeper's friend.
Cleans all painted, varnished or enameled walls
or woodwork without injury to the surface.

Cor. Third and Sears Streets

Makes House Cleaning Easy

Wholesale Dry Goods
Notions
Men' s Furnishings
Buckeye Overalls
Coveralls
and Rompers

If you have not tried Servus
you have missed something.
Buy a package NOW of
your nearest dealer or of

The Roemhildt Company
132 East Third Street
Garfield 2101

A Smart Style Shop for College Men
Graduate
in a 1923

Blue Beauty
Suit
Prices . $25 . $35 . $45

~etropoljt{Jn
~ Conwr

Co.

J . H. Martoli5. Pres.
J:.udJqw!! ToudlI

'Dayton. Ohio

..,
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OUR ADVERTISERS
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UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON

~

Do you want
pure cream and
milk at cheaper
wholesale prices?

~
~e::

~~

~

, • • LI.7II."ll'J

PART ENGRAVING IN
THIS ANNUAL BY

Evergrowing r:tail trade join
the crowd and give us a trial.
The Photo Arts Engraving Co.
Dye Building

Dayton, Ohio

The
It

!~

Denlin~er Dairy Co.
Main 4435-2

§

I

29=========================29
"100 70 FOR UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON"

i

FRANK
KOORS

~

~

~
P

CARL B. KOORS

' i~

I

.

29

.

29

WEST
FIFTH

Ibn

ALWAYS WITH THE BOYS

I

g

29

~
~
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Compliments of

The Hollenkamp Products Company
~

Sou th Park Sales Co.
Chas. Moorman. Mgr.

I

Complimentary

...
~

~

~

Goodyear Tires and Tubes
Wh en in Troubl e Ca ll

Garfield 2270-J

650 Warren St.

J
~

~

~
:...

H-O-T D-A-W-G-S

Lighting Fixtures
Household Appliances
I

Radio Supplies
Wiring for Home, Store or Factory

~

E
~
~

it1

~
~

~

w

After The Opery
Prompt Attention Given

Stop At

to R epair Work

The

~

~

D

~
~

U

e:

~

A. M. ]. GIBBONS
ELECTRIC SHOP
U. of D. CAFETERIA

Gibbons Arcade

5

E
D

r
~

~
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(FORMERLY ST. MARY COLLEGE)

~
~

~~~:.'

•

t:4

College of Law

~:

I
~
I

College of Liberal Arts
College of Education

...

g
~

~

College of Engineering

CO~:I~e:~ ~fe~:::::::::d Finance
School of Sociology
Evening College Classes

The Pre-Medical Course
Mt. SI. John Normal School

~
~

University Extension Courses

g

..

Reserve Officers Training Corps

P

~
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FOUNDED IN 1850
VERY REV. JOSEPH A. TETZLAFF, S. M.
PRESIDENT

~
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AFTERWORD

AFTERWORD
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The spirit of the Middle Ages is
eternal; those cen turies were only
the spirit of its fullest bloom. I t is
the same spirit that lived through
the troublous days of the catacombs
only to burst forth more gloriously
and be carried by missionaries all
over the world. I t is the spirit of
Christ.
An indomitable purpose has
builded the University of Dayton.
Men have given their lives and the
fortune of their minds and wills,
that this institution might find
reality. Throu hout th~ ages this
same spirit will continue. I t, too,
is eternal. I t is the spirit of Christ.
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STUDENT ROLL

~dfiud
~altc~'as"N'
K;2~2~0~g9. ~e~etsnip~t.,
HOol~u,ommerce
H. T. Electrical
ar ,os.
amO t., lqua,.

Allen, Jos. c., '2,
6

ew Lexington,

. Arts

Amann, Lawrence, ·26,412 S. Ohio Ave., Sidney, O. Commerce
Amersbach, Joe Cornel, '24,7124 Clark Ave., Cleveland, O. Arts
Acord, Everett Leo, '25,439 E. 6th St., Dayton, O. Civil E.
Adams, Lester Jas., '26, 723 Faulkner Ave., Dayton, O. Chemical E.
Agnew, A. Vincent, '24, 522 W. 1st St., Dayton, O. Civil E.
Alexander, Edwin Robt., '25,35 S. Ardmore Ave., Dayton, O. Commerce
Alexander, John Byron, '25, 107 Gard Ave., Dayton, O. Chemical E.
Allhoff, Chas. Fred., '26, 106 Shaw Ave., Dayton, O. Arts
Andlauer, Carl Edwin, '26, 26 Madison Ave., Dayton, O. El.
Aufderheide, Maurice, '24, B759 W. Heck Ave., Dayton, O. Electrical
Babb, Peter And., '26, Apdo. 92, Pachuca, Hgo., Mexico. Chemical
Blake, Wm. Anthony, '26, 1118 S. Paxton St., Philadelphia, Pa. Mechanical
Bliley, Thos. Jerome, '25, 304 E. Marshall St., Richmond, Va. Chemical
Bost, Chas. Eugene, '25, R. R. I, Madison, O. Pre-medics
Bradley, Mich. John, '25, 2136 W. 87th St., Cleveland, O. Electrical
Bradley, John James, '26, 953 Grand Ave., Cincinnati, O. Civil
Bramlage, John Henry, '26, Fort Loramie, O. Commerce
Burke, Dan. Patrick, '26, Box 57, Cumberland, Md. Electrical
Burkey, Paul Felix, '26, 818 S. 8th St., Hamilton, O. Mechanical
Bustillo, Francisco, '25, Av. Uraguay 20, Mexico, D. F . Electrical
Byrne, John Daniel. '25, 9349 Gaylord Ave., Cleveland, O. Commerce
Baumheckel, Robt., '25, R. R. 9, Dayton, O. Arts
Bender, Jos. Elmer, '26,32 Frank St., Dayton, O. Pre-medics
Berner. Hugo Robt., '24,910 Harmon Ave., Oakwood, Dayton, O. Science
Black, Dale, '26, West Alexandria, O. Eng.
Boxling, Vincent, '26, 105 Ardmore St., Dayton, O. Mechanical
Bradley, Bro. Henry A., '26, 32 S. Clifton Ave., Sharon Hill, Pa. Arts
Bradmiller, Lionel F r., '25, 807 Washington St., Dayton, O. Commerce
Bremer, Robt. Vernard, '25, 117 S. Hedges St., Dayton, O. Commerce
Brown, John R., '26, Triangle Park, R. R. I, Dayton, O. Pre-medics
Burkhardt, Jas. Adolph, '24,319 Central Aye., Dayton, O. Chemical
Burkhardt, Thomas E., '26, 319 Central Ave., Dayton, O. Mechanical
Campbell, Francis X., '26, 17 Southmoor PI., St. Louis, Mo. Arts
Canavan, Francis L., '25,216 N. Baxter St., Lima, O. Arts
Caulfield, Ray . Steven, '26, 233 W. Water St., Piqua, O. Arts
Cholley, Ades c., '23, Wooster, 0., Arts
Clifford, Francis M., '24, Corning, O. Science
Collins, Leo Francis, '24, 551 S. Main St., Adrian, Mich. Chemical
Crane, Carl Jos., '25, 1505 Virginia Bl., San Antonio, Tex. Mechanical
Carmony, Harold E., '24. 17 Johnson St., Dayton, O. Chemical
Cetone. Eugene Pierce, '26,403 Volusia Ave., Dayton, O. Mechanical
Cooper, Maurice. '26. R. R. 13, Dayton. O. Pre-medics
Deddens, Jos. Geo .• '24. 4735 Glenway Ave .. Cincinnati. O. Arts
Dirscherl. Alb. Nich ., '25. 724 Grant St.. Springfield, O. Arts
Dorgan, Wm. Lawler, '26, 1508 N. 7th St., Terre Haute. Ind. Commerce
Dougherty. Chas. M., '26. 5301 Woodland Ave .. Philadelphia, Pa. Commerce
Dowling, Jos. Henry Jr.. '26.99 Kita-Machi, Kobe, Japan. Commerce
229 N. Ludlow St., Dayton, O.
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Drobkiewicz, Paul j., '23, 1241 Lane St., Hamilton, O. Electrical
Dennis, Gerald H, '26, 1630 Dalota St., Dayton, O. Pre-medics
Dill, Robt. Russel, '24, 15 Wiltshire Blvd., Dayton, O. Electrical
Donahue, John Andrew, '26, 3215 E. 3rd St., Dayton, O. Commerce
Donnelly, Bro. Jas. Ed., '25, 723 N. 43rd St., Philadelphia, Pa. Arts
Doyle, Conan Jerome, '26, 415 Brown St., Dayton, O. Civil E.
Dwyer, Thos. Jos., '26,118 Sherman Ave., Piqua, O. Commerce
Dwyer, Herbert Aloys., '26, R. R. 1, Dayton, O. Pre-medics
Eisle, Herbert Chas., '26, 2045 E. 3rd St., Lorain, O. Arts
Emerick, Steph. Jos., '26, 730 N. Main St., Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Arts
F alkenbach, Chas. H, '26, 1734 Bryden Rd., Columbus, O. Eng.
Fay, Paul Franklin, '25, 1064 3rd St., Middletown, O. Electrical
Fischer, Wm. John, '26, 7608 Halle Ave., Cleveland, O. Civil E.
Flowers, Edmund F., '24, Corning, O. Electrical
Fox, Jas. Michael, '26, 3131 Acklen Ave., Nashville, Tenn. Electrical
Fox, Pau'! H, '25, 113 W. South St., Coldwater, O. Pre-medics
Eikenbary, Mich. Herb., '26, 2408 Wayne Ave., Dayton, O. Arts
Fitzgerald, Edward J., '26, 19 F olkerth St., Dayton, O. Commerce
Fleming, Thos. Gable, '26, 111 Cambridge Ave., Dayton, O. Arts
F ocke, Wm. H, '25,27 S. Philadelphia St., Dayton, O. Commerce
Fritz, Wm. Anthony, '24, Westboro, O. Science
Fulweiler, Gerald, '26,101 Shaw Ave., Dayton, O. Commerce
Galan, Manuel, '24, Ramon Guzman 19, Mexico, D. F. Mechanics
Garrity, John P., '24, 2253 Antoinette St., Detroit, Mich. Arts
G2.SS, Chas. Peter, '26, 506 State St., Belleville, III. Arts
Gemke, Louis Henry, '26, 304 Pierce St., Delphos, O. Electrical
Gerber, Ernest Jos., '24, 203 Plum St., Chillicothe, O. Civil E.
Gerlach, Lawr. Anth., '26, 851 Beech Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. Pre-medics
Godoy, Ernest Ruiz, '24, 1342 Smith Rd., Norwood, O. Electrical E.
Zarco 44, Mexico, D. F.
Goulding, Carl Clet., '25, Corning, O. Pre-medics
Guenther, Quinton Alb., '23, Glenmont, O. Electrical
Gutierrez, Sola Jose, '25, 150 Naranjo, Mexico City, Mexico. Mechanical
Gutmann. Herbert Fr., '26, Botkins, O. Mechanical E.
Garster, Rich. Ludwig, '26, 409 E. Main St., W. Carrolton, O. Commerce
Hass, John Wm., '26, 534 W. Columbia St., Springfield, O. Arts
Hannegan, Herb. Mich., '23, 214 Boulevard, Marion, O. Chemical
Ham, Harry B., '25,801 Patterson Ave., San Antonio, Tex. Mechanical
Healy, John A., '23,20 N. Cedar St., Newark, O. Electrical E.
Hesse, Roy Adolph, '26, 3944 Michigan Ave., St. Louis, Mo. Chemical
Higgins, Jos. Patrick, '25,362 Gallagher St., Springfield, O. Arts
Hopping, Harry Elwood, '25, 236 N. Shaffer St., Springfield, O. Arts
Horwedel, Chas. Rich., '24, 3273 W. 100th St., Cleveland, O. Chemical
Hosfeld, Linus Victor, '23, Fredericksburg, O. Electrical E.
Hagan, Francis]', '25, 348 Forest Ave., Dayton, O. Commerce
Heider, Harry C, '26, 321 Lowes St., Dayton, O. Commerce
Himes, Chas. j., '26, 542 Gondert Ave., Dayton, O. Commerce
Hochwalt, Rich. W., '25, 413 S. Main St., Dayton, O. Pre-medics
Holtman, Louis Arth., '24, 21 S. Summit St., Dayton, O. Commerce
Holtvoigt, John H, '24, 29 Costello St., Dayton, O. Arts
Hommel, Ralph Ed., '26, 113 Boner St., Dayton, O. Ch.emical
Hooven, Fred. j., '26, 140 Lexington Ave., Dayton, O. Mechanical
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Hoying, Leo A., '26, R. R. I, Swanders, O. Pre-medics
Janning, Jos. Herman, '26, 729 Xenia Ave., Dayton, O. Commerce
Johnson, Roland Herman, R. R. IS, Dayton, O. Civil E.
Kass, Paul Andrew, '25, 139 W. 3rd St., Mansfield, O. Eng.
Knostman, Norb. Jos., '26, Minster, O. Mechanical
Kowalski, Valentine, '26, 5747 Crandy Ave., Detroit, Mich. Pre-medics
Krantz, Walter Jos., '23, 1194 79th St., Cleveland, O. Chemical
Keogh, Chas. Alvin, '25, 59 S. Findlay St., Dayton, O. Electrical E.
Kissling, John Lawr. , '25, 1411 Brown St., Dayton, O. Commerce
Klass, Edmund John, '23, 37 Costello St., Dayton, O. Arts
Kleinhenz, Lionard A., '25, R. R. 2, St. Henry, O. Pre-medics
315 S. Williams St., Dayton, O.
Knight, Leo Thos., '26, 510 E. Church St., Dayton, O. Mechanical
Koehler, Jos. S., '26, 642 Meredith St., Dayton, O. Pre-medics
Koehnen, Edward L., '25, 740 Harmon St., Dayton, O. Commerce
Koepnick, Bro. Vine. c., '25, 1411 Brown St., Dayton, O. Arts
Kramer, Wilber A., '25, 70 McClure St., Dayton, O. Eng.
Kronauge, Frank Henry, '23, 2 Woodland Ave., Dayton, O. Civil E.
Krug, Ceo. Wm., '26, 1319 Harvard Blvd., Dayton, O. Electrical E.
Kuhns, F red. Irving, '26, 838 Manhattan Ave., Dayton, O. Arts
Kuntz, Rich. Peter, '26, South View Rd., Dayton, O. Arts
Kurtz, Kenneth, '26, 1415 Home Ave., Dayton, O. Pre-medics
Kyne, Edward Wm., '26, R. R. 7, Dayton, O. Commerce
Lange, Raymond T., '25, 727 W. Creene St., Piqua, O. Eng.
Leach, Chas. Emil, '26,463 S. Champion Ave., Columbus, O. Commerce
Leary, Archie].. '25 , Stop 12, Lorain Rd., Rocky River, O. Commerce
Lundy, Clarence A., '26, Box 73, Helen, Ca. Electrical E.
Lang, Vincent F r., '25, 105 Perrine St., Dayton, O. Mechanical
Lowry, Ceo. Wm., '26,134 Linden Ave., Dayton, O. Commerce
Madigan, Jos. Vine., '26,1432 Alameda Ave., Lakewood, O. Commerce
Maher, Francis Jos ., '26, Bellefontaine, O. Commerce
Mahoney, Edward, '26,427 E. 5th St., Chattanooga, Tenn. Eng.
Marie, Ceo. Wm., '25, 141 Proctor St., Peoria, Ill. Electrical
May, j. Arthur, '25,231 Summit Ave., Electra, Tex. Arts
Mayer, Francis Jos., '26, 100 S. Main St., Bellefontaine, O. Commerce
Mayer, Wm. Edward, '25, 433 S. Miami Ave., Sidney, O. Electrical
Me Carrens, John, '26, 1498 E. 108th St., Cleveland, O. Arts
McCarthy, Thos. Jas., '26,443 Islington St., Toledo, O. Electrical
Mehling, Chas. B., '25, 1336 Dunham Rd., Bedford, O. Civil E.
Melia, Harold Ceo., '24, 215 W. 2nd St., Dayton, O. Chemical
Miller, Ferd. Frank, '23,912 W. Wayne St., Lima, O. Electrical E.
Moir, Vine. Jos., '25,3046 Meadowbrook Bl., Cleveland, O. Commerce
Monk, Floyd Harold, '26, 2059 W. 89th St., Cleveland, O. Mechanical
Mooney, Ray John, '26, 51 E. 115th St., Cleveland, O. Civil
Muehling, John Wm ., '26, 806 S. Sarah St., St. Louis, Mo . Chemical
Murphy, Ceo. Jos., '26, 519 Belmont Ave., Youngstown, O. Electrical
Murphy, Martin Jos., '26, Westboro, O. Arts
Murray, Chris. Power, '25, 1902 Cedar St., Nashville, Tenn. Arts
Mahrt, John, '26, 424 Volusia Ave. , Dayton, O. Commerce
Mahrt, Louis R., '26,424 Volusia Ave., Dayton, O. Civil
Mahan, Victor H., '26, 85 Barnett St., Dayton, O. Pre-medics
Maloney, Victor H., '24, 640 Superior Ave., Dayton, O. Commerce
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Martin, Bro. jos. Wm., '25, 3828 Baring St., Philadelphia, Pa. Arts
Ar ts
MMcCDarthy, ABnth. Aj lb ·, 'S23"26 358 W'l
A
B kl
N Y A
c ermott, roo 0 h n."
I son
ve., roo yn, . .
rts
McGee, j. Charch, '26, 226 Sycamore St., Dayton, O. Arts
McGriff, Rollins, '25, 132 Neal Ave., Dayton, O. Pre-medics
Mcintire, john, '26, 1304 Carlisle Ave., Dayton, O. Civil
Moorman, Fred. Bern., '26, 230 S. Torrence St., Dayton, O. Eng.
Mueller, Ernest H, 20 Volusia Ave., Dayton, O.
Murray, Thos. jos., 927 Caldwell St., Piqua, O.
Nieto, Lawrence, '25, Sa Cipres 145, Mexico, D. F. Electrical
O'Boylan, Matthew, '24, 14 Pearl St., Newark, Ohio. Civil
Olivera Fernando E., '26, 6a Pino 223, Mexico, D. F. Commerce
O'Shea, Mich. jos., '23, 500 Maple St., Everson, Pa. Arts
Newman, Chalmer D., '25, R. R. I, Dayton, O. Mechanical
Norris, Robt. jas., '25, R. R. I, Greenville, O. Pre-medics
O'Connel, Bro. Ed. A., '26, 1708 E. 4th St., Dayton, O. Arts
Overberg, Bro. Ed. H., 23 Orchard St., St. Bernard, O. Arts
Overholser, Herbert, '25, 19 Burton Ave., Dayton, O. Chemical
Paulus, Clarence F r., '23, New Milford, O. Electrical
Pederson, Chas. john, '26, Unsankinko, care of C. M. Co., Korea. Chemical
Penyak, joseph, 207 Gibbons St., Dunmore, Pa. junior Arts
Plato, Russel john, '26, Amherst, O. Commerce
Quay, Wm. john, '24, Warrensville, O. Arts
Petkwicz, Casmir F., '25, 602 Webster St., Dayton, O. Mechanical
Pfarrer, Fred. Hughes, '23, 114 Hartford St., Dayton, O. Chemical
Pflaum, Geo. Albert, '25, 1809 Wyoming St., Dayton, O. Arts
Poliquin, Alfred L., '23, R. R. 8, Dayton, O. Electrical
Rabe, Alvin F erd., '23, 416 Erma St., Covington, Ky. Electrical
Ramos, Carlos H, '26, Abraham Gonzales 81 , Mexico, D. F. Electrical
Reinhardt, jas. D., '26, 71 Park Ave., Mansfield, O. Arts
Roth, john A., '25, 437 Lincoln Ave., Troy, O. Commerce
Ramby, Warren T., '26, 323 E. 3rd St., Dayton, O. Civil
Ratchford, jno. Wm., 131 S. Hedges St., Dayton, O. Sophomore Arts
Ratchford, Lava. E., '24, 1123 Herman Ave., Dayton, O. Chemical
Reynolds, Wm. E., '26, 30 Woodland Ave., Dayton, O. Civil
Roden, Vernon Edward, '25, 209 Walnut St., Dayton, O. Pre-medics
Rodway, Chas. jos., '26, 200 Stillwater Ave., Dayton, O. Commerce
Rohr, Edwin Chas., '24, 148 Anna St., Dayton, O. Electrical
Routsong, Chas., R. R. 2, Dayton, O. Freshman Commerce
Russel, john Lawr., '25, 616 Kirkham St., Dayton, O. Chemical
Sayre, Richard Leroy, '24, 258 N. King St., Xenia, O. Mechanical
Scales, Wm. john, '26, Wayland, N. Y. Commerce
Scanlan, Wm. john, '26, 702 E. Main St., Springfield, O. Arts
Scaetzler, Arth. Ferd., '26,901 Carson St., San Antonio, Tex. Commerce
Scharf, Paul Bern., '26, 142 S. Fulton St., Richwood, O. Electrical
Scharf, Cyril Chas., '24,353 W. High St., Fostoria, O. Chemical
Scheckelhoff, Ray. H., '25, Leipsig, O. Arts
Schmieder, j. Paul, '26, Minster, Ohio. Civil
Schneider, Edw. A., '25, 4806 Memphis Ave., Cleveland, O. Engineer
Schomaker, john H, '23, Carlyle, Ill. Chemical
Schulte, john H, '26, 1260 E. 84th St., Cleveland, O. Arts
Sch,nk, G,,,ld 5.,'26, 412 E. 4th St., Dolpho" O. Art,
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Snyder. Lawrence Jos., '26, 927 E. Charles St., Muncie, Ind. Arts
Stecker, Ernest, Jr., '25, San Carlos, Arizona. Electrical
Steger, Elmer F., '23, Box 6, Dyersoville ' la. Electrical
Stenson, Ambrose A., '26, Congo,. C ommerce
Schneifler, John F., '26, 1227 Old Orchard Ave., Dayton, O. Mechanical
Schroll, John R., '26, 17 Lawn St .• Dayton, O. Chemical
Shaw, Curtis W., '26, 179 Ardmore St., Dayton, O. Civil
Sherer, Lewis, '24, 1326 Creighton Ave., Dayton, O. Electrical
Smith, Durwood, '25, W. Hillcrest Ave .. R. R. I, Dayton, O. Arts
Smith, Merle P., '25, 44 Fountain Ave., Dayton, O. Arts
Spraley, Jos. L., '25, 1543 Germantown St., Dayton, O. Mechanical
Stelzer, Alph. D., '24, 2801 E. 5th St., Dayton, O. Electrical
Stelzer, Cyril Anth., '26. Mechanical
Supensky, John F., '24, 865 E. 1st St., Dayton, O. Scientific
T aylor, Bernard, '25, North Lewisburg, O. Pre-medics
Tebbe, Lawrence, '24, R. R. 2, Anna, O. Arts
Tehan, John D., '26, North Lewisburg, O. Commerce
Theuring, Carl, '23, R. R. I, Blue Ash, O. Civil
Tobin, Patrick, '25, 616 N . Howard, Union City, Ind. Arts
Tsu, Adrian, '26, Maryknoll, N. Y. Mechanical
Tsu, Francis, '25, 33 La-ni Wharf St., Shanghai, China. Mechanical
Van Arnhem, Edw. J. '25, 2154 W. 85th St., Cleveland, O. Chemical
Virant, Leo B., '25, 1700 E. 28th St., Lorain, O. Arts
Tischer, Alb. L.. '26,208 E . 1st St., Dayton, O. Chemical
Wagner, Jos. C., '23, 123 Miami Ave., Sidney, O. Scientific
Wagner, Jos. R., '26,107 Perry St., Tiffin, O. Commerce
Wagner, Jno. D., '26, 4403 Clyborne Ave., Cleveland, O. Arts
Walsh, Theo. D., '26,109 E. Williams, Owosso, Mich. Engineer
Watermeyer, John, 2902 Napoleon Ave., New Orleans, La . Sophomore Chemical
Weber, Paul. '25, 512 W. Fremont Ave., Fostoria, O. Commerce
Weiler, Jas., '26, 603 W. Tiffin St., Huntington, W. Va. Civil
Weimerskerch, Howard, 937 12th Ave., Fostoria, O. Commerce
Wentker, Jos., '26,709 N. 4th St., St. Charles, Mo. Arts
Wong, Pat. J H.. '25, Box 117 Waialua, Oahu H. I. Arts
Wagner, Herbert, '25, 1103 Harvard Blvd., Dayton, O. Mechanical
Wagner, Roland A., '26. Commerce
Walsh, Jos., '26. Arts
Wekesser, Vine. B., '25, 700 Bowen St., Dayton, O. Mechanical
Wenzel, AIL '25, 413 Xenia Ave., Dayton, O. Commerce
Wescher, Karl. '26, Warren St., Dayton, O. Pre-medics
Williams, Frank, '24, 120 Catalpa Drive, Dayton, O. Pre-medics
Zittel. Andrew, '26, I L22423 N. 8th Ave. Electrical
Zolg, W., '25, 2114 Carrol ton Ave., Toledo, O. Chemical
Yager, Henty, '26, 122 Hersey, Dayton, O. Electrical
Young, Varley P., '25, 45 Livingston AOve., Dayhton, 0 , Arts
Zander, Waldo, '26, R. R .4, Dayton, . Mec anica 1
Ziegenbusch, Carl. '25, 1216 S. Herman Ave., Dayton, O. Civil
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